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                                                 EDITORIAL   

The holiday season is almost upon us and many members will be heading off to 

exciting destinations in search of new birds - but hopefully not chasing after “Tuluvers” 

in Limpopo!  Whatever your birding ambitions for the holidays, we wish you a safe 

journey and excellent birding.  If you see something sensational, do write up your 

experience for Promerops -  we would love to hear about it. 

This mid-summer issue of Promerops focuses on gardens and the birds that frequent 

them.  In these pages, some of our members share their delight in the birds that 

habitually visit their gardens, and reminisce about those that were regular visitors in 

past years.  Much of the joy of birdwatching is that you can indulge in your hobby 

almost anywhere, at any time, and being able to watch birds in your garden - from tiny waxbills to 

magnificent eagle-owls - is a continual source of excitement and pleasure.  We then offer an article 

about gardens with a difference in the Iingcungcu Project (p. 14) which is creating garden corridors 

across the heavily-populated Cape Flats in order to facilitate the movement of sugarbirds and 

sunbirds across the urbanised areas that have fragmented their habitats.  This is an inspiring story 

in itself, but the project is doubly laudable in that it seeks to nurture leadership and a passion for 

biodiversity conservation amongst high school learners by involving them in the endeavour.  

This issue also contains many observations and sightings that will pique your interest, and be sure 

not to miss the account of the SABAP2 Autumn Attack in which a group of dedicated CBC atlassers 

braved dubious farm roads, rocky hillside tracks, and freezing cold mornings to atlas un-atlassed 

and under-atlassed pentads in the Murraysburg area, where the Eastern, Western, and Northern 

Capes meet.  I’m sure that SABAP2 organisers will appreciate their hard work and determination. 

Finally, I would once again like to express my sincere and grateful thanks to Jo Hobbs, whose 

inspiration and wisdom have been of invaluable help to me in the production of this issue of  

Promerops. 
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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS 

Promerops, the magazine of the Cape Bird Club, is published three times a year.  This is your 

magazine - written by CBC members, for CBC members.  Contributions are invited in English 

or Afrikaans on birdwatching, sightings, observations, news, views, and projects, particularly in the 

southwestern Cape. 

English bird names should be those used in the latest BLSA Checklist of Birds and Afrikaans names 

should be those listed in the latest BLSA Voëllys, both of which are available online at http://

www.birdlife.org.za/publications/checklists. 

When referring to the works: Roberts’ Birds of Southern Africa (2005) and Atlas of the Birds of the 

Southwestern Cape (Hockey et al. 1989), please use the abbreviations Roberts’ 7 and SW Cape Bird 

Atlas respectively. 

Receipt of contributions will generally not be acknowledged and they may or may not be used at 

the sole discretion of the editor. 

Fiona Jones 

 Christmas Greetings! 
 And great birding in 2016 

  November 2015 
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CLUB NEWS 

Welcome to our new members 

A very warm welcome to these new members of 
the Cape Bird Club: 

Savanah Zacharias, Cape Town  

Jared Peacock, Cape Town 

Jeannette & Sander Van Maaren, Constantia  

John Payne, Durbanville 

David & Grace Thorne, Pinelands 

Caroline Voget, Constantia 

Mary & Cliff Shears, Peers Hill 

Peter & Pat Attenborough, Fish Hoek 

Timothy & Deborah Atkinson, Constantia 

Hayley McIntosh, Pinelands 

Ken Kemp, Noordhoek  

Ann Jones, Noordhoek 

Daphne Richardson, Kleinmond 

Anita Rock, Tokai 

Rory & Donna Bruins, Chempet 

Penny Le Mesurier, Rondebosch 

Marilyn & Prof Sieborger, Newlands 

Robin Palmer, Rosebank 

Rory Klemp, Rondebosch 

Alison Pietersen, Table View 

Pippa Gale, Tokai 

We look forward to meeting you at our evening 

meetings and other club activities.  At evening 

meetings you can enjoy illustrated  talks by 

A bequest from Gwen McLaren 

We would like to express our sincere thanks 

for the generous bequest which the Cape 

Bird Club has received from the estate of the 

late Gwen McLaren. 

Gwen McLaren was for many years a 

member of the CBC and was always a willing 

volunteer, helping out behind the scenes at 

meetings and other events. Gwen, for 

reasons of age and health, was unable to 

attend club meetings in recent years but it is 

wonderful that she remembered us in her 

will.  It was her wish that the bequest be 

used for the enjoyment of CBC members.  

experts on a variety of birding and related 

topics, so do come along, and be sure to 

introduce yourself to Gill or Joan at the 

entrance table when you arrive. Tea and coffee 

are served at the end of each meeting, so 

please join us and get to know your fellow 

members. 

We also have regular field outings−designed for 

both novice and expert birders−where you will 

be able to visit new places, see new birds, and 

make some new friends.  If you are new to 

birdwatching, an excellent way for beginners to 

get started is to go along to the monthly 

Saturday morning outings led by Merle Chalton 

at the Rondevlei Nature Reserve.   Check the 

Programme at the end of the magazine for 

more details.  

THANKS FOR DONATIONS! 

We were delighted to receive details of the 

following donations made to the Cape Bird Club 

during the period May to August 2015.  

Our very special thanks go to Judge B M Griesel 

for his generous contribution. 

We would also like to thank the following 

members for their donations: Mr & Mrs K 

Young, Mr K W Hoffmann, Mr & Mrs H Kahle, 

Prof T D Noakes, Mr K B K Jones, and Mrs A 

Gilbert.   

Your contributions are much appreciated and 

will be put to good use! 
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Report colour-ringed Swift Terns 

If you are planning a coastal holiday this 

season, be sure to look out for Swift Terns 

with coloured rings. Davide Gaglio of the 

FitzPatrick Institute is conducting research 

into the distribution of the Swift Tern 

(Thalasseus bergii) in relation to its foraging 

behaviour, food abundance, and population 

dynamics.  Hundreds of Swift Tern chicks 

have been fitted with metal and coloured 

rings, and birders and members of the public 

are asked to kindly report sightings of ringed 

birds. Please record their location as 

accurately as possible, date and time of 

sighting, ring colour, letters on the ring (if 

legible), which leg the ring is on, and age 

class (juvenile or immature). If a bird is found 

dead, please also record the number of the 

metal ring. Reports should be sent to Davide 

Gaglio at swift.terns@gmail.com and to 

SAFRING at safring@adu.org.za. 

JOIN US AT THE THEATRE ! 
Wednesday 11 November 2015 

You are invited to join us at the 
Theatre on the Bay for a witty and 

irreverent look at South Africa  
and the world around us, in  

An Audience with  
Pieter-Dirk EISH 

Please support this CBC fundraiser, 
proceeds of which will go towards 

CBC conservation projects. 

Bring your friends - non-members  
are welcome! 

For tickets contact Helen Fenwick 
082 705 1536 

                        Don’t forget !! 

                             CBC MEMBERS’  

                         ANNUAL CELEBRATION    

                             &  QUIZ  EVENING  

                   Thursday 10 December 2015 

                           18h30 for 19h00 

                 Venue:  Pinelands Town Hall 

The committee invites all members to join 

them for a fun evening which will include a 

friendly team quiz, a show of members’ slides, 

and delicious pizzas. After a welcome glass of 

sherry, you will be assigned to a team for the 

quiz.  A slide show of members’ photos will be 

shown between 18h30 and 19h00 and again 

after the quiz as we enjoy pizzas, wine, beer, 

and fruit juice.  There will spot prizes and 

prizes for the winning team.  

Cost: R75 per person payable at the door.  

For catering purposes, please be sure to book 

your place. RSVP to Joan Ackroyd on 

021 530 4435 before 5th November 2015.   

Calling all our photographers!   

Please submit your great birding and CBC 

photos for inclusion in the members’ slide 

show.  You may send up to 4 photos (about 1 

MB each) to Priscilla Beeton by 28 October, 

attaching each photo to a separate email.   

(email:  pbeeton@mweb.co.za)  

 5   November 2015 

CAPE BIRD CLUB AGM 2016   

NOTICE 

The Annual General Meeting of the Cape 

Bird Club is customarily held on the 

second Thursday of March each year.   

In 2016, however, March is a very crowded 

month with many members away at Flock 

and the International Camp, and above all, 

there are the Easter and school holidays.  

Therefore, subject to ratification at a Special 

General Meeting at our evening meeting in 

January 2016, we plan to hold the AGM on 

14th April 2016 (the second Thursday of  

April).  Full details will be given in the next 

issue of Promerops. 



Birds and Fences  -  You can help! 

Many of our terrestrial birds are killed every 

year as a result of collisions with fences, and 

frequently they belong to species that are 

vulnerable or threatened, such as the 

Secretarybird and the Blue Crane.  Owls too, 

are susceptible to the fence hazard.   In 

order to tackle this problem, BirdLife SA has 

initiated the Fence Mitigation Project which 

is gathering data on the occurrence and 

circumstances of these awful deaths.   

You can help with this project by reporting 

any sightings of birds killed in fences, giving   

exact location, type of fence, habitat type, 

and species of bird.  More information can 

be found on the BLSA website: at http://

www.birdlife.org.za/conservation/important-

bird-areas/fence-mitigation-project. Or you 

can send your data by email to BirdLife 

South Africa’s  Regional Conservation 

Manager for Gauteng and North West, Ernst 

Retief, at:  ernst.retief@birdlife.org.za. 
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Flock in Kruger 

2016! 

The 87th BirdLife 

South Africa AGM will 

be held at Skukuza in the Kruger National 

Park on Saturday 12 March 2016.  The 2016 

Flock will incorporate a two day LAB (Learn 

about Birds) Conference on 10 and 11 March 

2016.  LAB – which is co-hosted by BLSA and 

the Percy FitzPatrick Institute – will include an 

interactive series of lectures, presentations, 

and discussions focusing on cutting-edge 

research in ornithology and bird conservation, 

presented by eminent ornithologists and 

conservationists.  

So whether you are an ornithologist,  a citizen 

scientist, or a weekend birder, Flock in Kruger 

2016 is not be missed!  For more info go to: 

www.birdlife.org.za/events/flock/flock-in-

kruger-2016.   

If you did, this could well 

be your last Promerops, 

so please don’t delay!  

Slow payers risk being 

written off the BirdLife 

and CBC membership lists 

and subscribers may miss their copies of the 

magazines, African Birdlife and Promerops.  

Electronic Invoices: Members with valid 

email addresses are now receiving their 

invoices electronically instead of by post. If 

you change your email address, please 

contact BLSA at membership@birdlife.org.za, 

and copy to ackroyd.joan@broadwalk-mews. 

co.za. 

Address changes: Please notify BirdLife 

promptly by email or by post at Private Bag 

X5000, Parklands, 2121, Johannesburg, 

Gauteng, or fax to 011 789 5188. 

Payment queries: You can phone 011 789 

1122 or email membership@birdlife. org.za. 

Alternatively telephone Joan Ackroyd on 021 

530 4435 or email ackroyd.joan@broadwalk-

mews.co.za.  

IMPORTANT NOTICE:  For security reasons 

payment by cheque can unfortunately no 

longer be accepted. 

EFT and direct bank deposits: to be made 

to BirdLife South Africa, Account No. 620 

6750 6281, FNB, Randburg Branch, Code 25 

40 05.  Please use your membership number 

as reference.   

Our CBC membership secretary, Joan 

Ackroyd, can be contacted at 021 530 4435 

and is always ready to sort out any problems 

you may have.  

 Did YOU forget 
   to renew your  
club membership? 

A reminder to the over-60s ... 
From the year in which you turn 60 you qualify 

for reduced CBC and BirdLife membership 

rates for seniors.  Be sure to inform BLSA if 

you qualify for seniors’ rates. 

6   November 2015 
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Harbour to monitor the arrival of ships in order 

to check that no “stowaway” crows are entering 

the country by sea as illegal immigrants and 

disembarking to augment the local population.  

However, as Ulrike pointed out, nothing is as 

simple as it seems, for as soon as these wily 

crows sight land they take off and fly towards it 

without bothering with customs formalities. 

In the Durban area the House Crow population 

is said to have been reduced to only one bird, 

but as we all know it only takes two to tango 

and then the problem will be back.  

The Green Jobs Unit is doing great work but 

constant vigilance is still needed.  Any sightings 

of House Crows (or other invasive species) 

should be reported to them at 021 444 2357/6 

or email invasive.species@capetown.gov.za.   

And do visit their interesting website at http://

www.capetowninvasives.org.za and consider 

becoming an invasives “Spotter”. 

House Crows - Going, going, but not 
quite gone ... 

The Indian House Crow − a troublesome 

invasive alien species in South Africa − is also a 

serious problem in East African countries, 

particularly Tanzania, Kenya, Mozambique, and 

Mauritius, and it was disturbing to read a report 

in the September 2014 issue of the African Bird 

Club Bulletin (Vol 21 No 2), that their presence 

has now been confirmed in Madagascar. It is to 

be hoped that appropriate control measures are 

being taken timeously. According to this report 

the House Crow was eradicated from the 

Seychelles in 1994, and since then any birds 

arriving are shot on sight! 

What a pity we can't do this here.  However, the 

City of Cape Town's Invasive Species Unit (now 

renamed The Green Jobs Unit) has done 

remarkably well and their control programme 

has managed, over the past six years, to reduce 

the population of these “pest” crows to fewer 

than 500 birds in the greater Cape Town area. 

However, as those members who attended 

Ulrike Irlich’s interesting presentation in August 

will have heard, tracking down the final 500 is 

proving increasingly difficult.   

It was good to hear that the The Green Jobs 

Unit has the backing of the National Ports 

Authority and is allowed access to Table Bay 

THE WALKER BAY BIRD FAIR 

24-28 February 2016 

 

 
In 2016 the Walker Bay Bird Fair will be held 

in Hermanus over 5 days from 24 - 28 

February 2016 - so be sure to diarise those 

dates and go along to join in the fun! 

Originally known as the Stanford Bird Fair, 

this event has been growing steadily over 

the years and is sure to be a bumper event 

in 2016 with something to interest, excite, 

and delight all who attend.  If the 2015 Fair 

was anything to go by, you can expect a 

variety of great events, including talks, 

demos, workshops, sea and river boat trips, 

and much more.  Don’t miss it!!     

Invasive, 

alien,  

and not 

welcome 

in SA 

… the 

House  

Crow 

ABOUT DONATING TO THE CBC 

If you include a donation when you renew 

your CBC subscription, it is important to 
inform BLSA that the donation is intended 

for the Cape Bird Club so that it can be 
correctly allocated to our club. 

You can also donate directly to the CBC 

—either for Promerops production, for 
general funds, or for CBC conservation 

projects—by EFT or direct deposit into the 
Cape Bird Club account: Nedbank, 

Claremont,  Branch Code 104609,  Account 
No. 1046380400. 
 

Please remember to give your name and the 
reference “Prom” or “Cons” to ensure that 

the money is correctly allocated. 

Jo Hobbs 
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Birds can be their own worst enemies! 

One of your Conservation Committee’s long- 

term projects has been an attempt to solve the 

problem of the Swift Terns breeding at the 

Waterfront.  Anyone who has visited the area 

near the Mandela Gateway during the breeding 

season will know that one has literally to duck 

and dive to avoid the flying guano! 

There were several possible approaches: erect 

bird deterrents; have personnel placed in 

strategic places to frighten off prospective birds; 

or, (and we have to thank Cliff Dorse for this 

idea) erect a platform near the Waterfront and 

lure the birds there. This technique has been 

successfully used on other tern species. 

We duly designed the platform, and sent it to 

the Harbour Authorities for their comments and 

hopefully approval. After several months of 

silence, then numerous emails and phone calls, 

we were finally told: “Absolutely NOT”. When 

pressed for a reason, it transpired that “Big 

White Seabirds” raid the rail trucks delivering 

grain to the harbour for export, and make 

gluttons of themselves.  A graphic description 

was given of birds “plummeting to the ground” 

as they tried to take off, presumably as they’d 

eaten too much! One can only assume that gulls 

are the culprits but they have ruined a very neat 

solution - the authorities are adamant that they 

will not approve anything that might attract the 

“Big White Seabirds”. 

We are now going to look for another site for 

our platform. In the meantime the patrons of 

the Waterfront will continue to have to endure 

the “guano rain”! 

                                             Dave Whitelaw 

Monitoring birds at sewage works 

Regular bird counts - often conducted at 

wastewater treatment works -  can provide 

valuable data for ornithologists. The works at 

Strandfontein, Paarl, and Wildevoëlvlei have 

been counted for years and bird counts 

started more recently at Athlone and Mitchells 

Plain.  A new count will shortly commence at 

the Borcherds Quarry works and we will soon 

be looking for club members who are keen to 

participate - so keep a look out for our notice! 

 Birdlife South Africa has moved ... 

The BLSA head office has recently moved into 

a smart new building, Isdell House, in 

Dunkeld West, Johannesburg.   

Their new address is: Isdell House, 17 Hume 

Road, Dunkeld West 2196, Gauteng / Private 

Bag X5000, Parklands 2121, Johannesburg.  

The phone and fax numbers remain the same. 

The Frank Wygold 
Award 

The late Frank Wygold 

was a long-standing  

member of the CBC 

Conservation Committee 

and also, for many years, 

a familiar figure in the 

projection room at our 

evening meetings. Frank's great love of natural 

history and his passion for environmental 

education benefited many children from under-

privileged communities. To honour his memory 

the Cape Bird Club has decided to make an 

annual book award: The Frank Wygold Award 

for Contribution to Environmental Education. 

The first recipient of this award is Dale Slabbert, 

the Blaauberg Nature Reserve's 2014 Nature 

Conservation student, who did exceptionally 

well in her studies.  She was involved in all 

facets of reserve management and also received 

considerable exposure to environmental 

education.  Her research project was masterfully 

written and the adjudication panel, consisting of 

staff of the Cape Peninsula University of 

Technology and experienced nature 

conservators, decided that it was the most 

deserving entry for the Frank Wygold Award. 

Congratulations Dale!   

8   November 2015 
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removed.  For now, the conservation authorities 

have decided to resume negotiations to have 

the derelict machinery removed, and we have 

offered to mobilise public opinion should all 

else fail. 

In the long term, there are plans to build 

several dams on the Orange, which would 

substantially reduce the flow into the estuary.  

Another major problem is the construction of a 

number of elevated roads across the wetland. 

Water Bird Count - In order to assess the 

situation, Simon and I carried out a count at the 

site. The Ramsar designated wetland extends 

about 10km up the river and spreads into an 

extensive area behind the dunes. Those of you 

who do CWAC counts will appreciate how 

difficult it would be for two individuals to count 

10km of river from a boat, a number of islands, 

a huge wetland and a beach. This was reflected 

in the fact that the most common  identification 

made by yours truly in counting the wetland 

was “unid/sw” — unidentified small waders.   

It was obvious that more people are needed to 

resume the counts, and we have undertaken to 

assist with the training of eco-rangers—  

individuals from the local community with a 

genuine interest in conservation—who will be 

given basic training and then later taken to 

Cape Town to attend nature conservation 

courses and to learn to identify waders and 

other water birds. 

That was the first object of our trip. In a future 

issue of Promerops I shall recount our foray 

into conservation education in the “far north”. 

 

The Orange River mouth –  

a Ramsar Site in trouble! 

Your Conservation Committee was approached 

over a year ago to assist with resuming regular 

counts at the Orange River Mouth Ramsar site.  

While we are always willing to help where we 

can, this was quite a quantum leap, both in 

terms of logistics and the size of the problem – 

and unfortunately the project lapsed.  

Then Grant Smith was appointed by the 

Endangered Wildlife Trust. He attended one of 

our meetings and a new plan of action was 

drawn up.  It had three aims: 

i) to re-initiate the  water bird counts – which 

would include a scheme to train eco-rangers 

from the local community to become involved,  

thus allowing them to have a stake in the 

project, and also supplementing the personnel 

required to count the area; 

ii) to investigate the difficulties confronting the 

conservation officials in the area; 

iii) and to initiate a conservation education 

programme for the local schools. 

A visit to the area was required to work out the 

logistics, but only Simon Fogarty and myself 

(both semi-retired) were available. The Primary 

Science Programme (PSP), an NGO with years of 

experience in curriculum development, was also 

approached and Rose Thomas and her husband 

agreed to accompany us. What a difference her 

presence made. 

Problems at the Orange River Mouth - These 

are many, but a major concern is the lack of 

closure of the mouth. At high tide the sea flows 

into the river mouth causing salt to gradually 

build up in the wetlands and altering both the 

flora and microfauna. 

Furthermore, the mines in the area have seen fit 

to deposit large quantities of old mining 

machinery on the beach. This has acted as a 

focus and sand has built up, causing the river to 

form a deep fast-flowing channel to the sea, 

making a closure unlikely. The mines have so far 

resisted all attempts to have this rubble Orange River and environs 
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CONSERVATION NEWS 

Dave Whitelaw  (Chairman, Conservation Committee)                                               
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 he flits from one bloom to another.  Loudly 

announcing his presence, but less easy to see in 

the dense foliage of a big tree, is the Schalow’s 

Turaco with his striking long crest, very similar 

to the Livingstone’s.  Not in the garden itself, I 

can hear another loud, strange call – part 

turaco, part crow, and part strangled chicken – 

unmistakably the Western Banded Snake Eagle.  

I haven’t heard their call, but sometimes a pair 

of African Hawk Eagles fly over, gradually 

catching the thermals to quickly become mere 

dots in the sky. 

These are all special moments, but at least a 

passing mention should be made of the many 

other birds that are always about – the doves, 

the wagtails bobbing around the pool, Masked 

and Spectacled Weavers, Dark-capped Bulbuls – 

oh gosh, that’s the give-away!  You must have 

guessed it, these are not birds in my Cape Town 

garden, but here on the farm in Malawi.  

Forgive me, but I just wanted to share my 

excitement with you all. 

                                                 

Garden Birding in 

      Kommetjie  
We have been living in our 

present home, which borders on 

a green belt and the Bokramspruit, since 1984. I 

have seen many changes in the bird species 

and the numbers that visit our garden during 

these 30 plus years. Some have disappeared 

completely, others have increased in number, 

and some are only seen and heard occasionally. 

When we first built here, we did not have any 

fences—or for that matter neighbours—but 

gradually the houses popped up and by 1996 

we had to put up fences to keep our dogs in. In 

those years we often had Burchell's Coucals 

foraging amongst the foliage under our 

bedroom window, but sadly have not seen any, 

even near the stream, for many years. About 

two years ago, they made a short comeback to 

the stream but have since disappeared. The 

Cape Grassbird which sang from the tops of the 

bush in front of our house has also gone. We 

do hear the Lesser Swamp Warbler now and 

again but the Levaillant's Cisticola that visited 

us also seems to have moved off.  I think that 

all the people who use the path next to the 

Summer Garden Magic … 

It is late December, not much rain about and 

the birdbaths are really busy, unlike me as I sit 

on the verandah with my binoculars.  The 

brightly-coloured White-browed Robin-chat is 

out in the open, singing loudly, while the tiny 

Blue Waxbills and Red-billed Firefinches glisten 

like jewels as they hop about in the grass, 

sometimes joined by the Red-throated 

Twinspot, such a pretty bird.  The Speckled 

Mousebirds regularly come in to drink, and 

once a group of Arrow-marked Babblers 

arrived, squabbling over whose turn it was next. 

Occasionally, and less obvious as they slowly 

move across the lawn feeding, are the Blue-

spotted Wood Doves, and less often I will see 

an Emerald-spotted.  One Blue-spotted once 

came so close I couldn’t even keep it in focus. 

 

Across from where I sit is a big, spreading bush 

with orange flowers (wish I knew its name), 

which a Variable Sunbird visits – he is beautiful 

but so frustrating, never still for a moment as 

 The Birds 

In Our Gardens 

Variable Sunbird 
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stream, and the dogs, have something to do 

with this. The Council clears the reeds at the 

start of winter and perhaps this has also had an 

impact.  

There are still many birds that have stayed 

however, despite canine and human influence. 

Cape White-eyes, Cape Robin-chats, Cape 

Bulbul, Olive Thrush, Cape Wagtail, Common 

Waxbill, Sombre Greenbul, Cape Canary, Cape 

Weaver, Southern Masked Weaver, Pin-tailed 

Whydah, Southern Boubou, Speckled 

Mousebird, Laughing Dove, Speckled Pigeon 

and Red-eyed Dove are all regular visitors, 

either feeding or bathing. As we have many 

aloes, wild dagga, and Cape honeysuckle plants, 

the Southern Double-collared and Malachite 

Sunbirds flit in and out. 

Once-off visitors have been African Paradise 

Flycatcher and Olive Woodpecker.  More regular 

visitors are Spotted Eagle-Owls and African 

Goshawks, which perch on the roof or in the 

trees. I’ve also often seen Black Sparrowhawk 

and Yellow-billed Duck flying upstream in the 

late afternoon. In spring and autumn, we hear 

the Fiery-necked Nightjar not too far off and 

also Spotted Thick-knees. Other seasonal birds 

that perch on the driveway trees are Klaas's 

Cuckoo, Fork-tailed Drongos, and African Dusky 

Flycatchers. Just outside the fence, we get 

Helmeted Guineafowl and Cape Spurfowl and 

their chicks, noisily scratching for seeds, and 

when the Council has cut the grass, a Black-

headed Heron stalks around looking for lizards 

and insects. 

I recently saw a family group of Cape Batis 

flitting through the milkwood trees on our deck 

but the supposedly common Cape, House, and 

Southern Grey-headed Sparrows which used to 

be here have also disappeared. Other birds that 

are usually in the garden, depending on the 

supply of fruit and berries, are the Red-winged 

Starlings. Another occasional visitor is the 

beautiful Bokmakierie. The only birds that have 

nested here are Karoo Prinia, Speckled Pigeon 

and Laughing Dove. 

In summer, flocks of Greater Striped and Barn 

Swallows fly overhead, as well as White-rumped, 

Little, and Alpine Swifts with a few White-

throated Swallows.  All in all, we see many other  

birds flying over and so feel privileged to be 

able to do so much birding in and around 

where we live. Who knows what will turn up 

next? 

                                                Marilyn Metcalf 

 

 A Garden Visitor with  
      Unexpected Tastes! 

 

The Southern Boubou is not a regular visitor to 

our Fernwood, Newlands garden, but once in a 

while one does arrive and then sometimes 

includes us in its feeding route for a few days.  

This was the case on 2 March 2015 when we 

first heard and then saw a female Southern 

Boubou working its way through the garden, 

much to the consternation of the other smaller 

birds. 

It then returned almost daily for about 2 weeks, 

almost always in the mornings, normally 

announcing its arrival with its beautiful call 

before invariably heading off towards two large 

gooseberry bushes outside the kitchen window.  

Much commotion followed until it emerged 

onto the concrete pathway below with a ripe 

gooseberry. The outer casing was then torn off 

and the fruit devoured before the bird moved 

on and out of the garden.  

 

This activity often drew in several other species 

such as Cape Robin-chat, Olive Thrush and 

Cape Bulbul, all regulars in the garden, who 

Now to get this open ... 
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would stay close by to observe the boubou.  In 

one instance a thrush landed on the ground 

very close to the boubou and started to pick up 

and toss leaves about in a form of distraction 

behaviour. 

Referring to Roberts 7, it mentions a variety of 

insect prey, eggs and nestlings, and a small 

selection of fruits as dietary items for the 

Southern Boubou, but there is no mention of 

the Cape gooseberry.  

28 March was the last date on which we saw or 

heard the bird, and it then presumably changed 

its route.  We had greatly enjoyed its visits, 

although the other garden birds were no doubt 

relieved that it had moved on.     

                                                   Otto Schmidt 

   

  Birdwatching ... 

  in a Rondebosch Garden    

 Watching the ebb and flow of 

birds in our garden, not only over the seasons, 

but over the decades, is one of the pleasures of 

staying in a house for 35 years. 

Some birds that were once visitors or resident 

have gone, like an African Hoopoe seen a few 

times in the 80s, or the Burchell’s Coucal that 

lived in a neighbour’s Tecoma hedge and 

disappeared when he replaced it with a 

concrete wall, or the Southern Fiscal which 

seemed to leave after it had eaten all the dwarf 

chameleons, but others have moved in. The 

Hadedas I was so sad to leave behind in the 

Eastern Cape soon followed me to Rondebosch 

(not everyone shares my delight!). Usually there 

are a few tentative visits from new birds for a 

season or two, and then they take up residence.  

Common Chaffinches first tested the water in 

2003 but are now established breeders, and 

Swee Waxbills, first seen in 2012, are now 

regulars - and new ones keep adding to the list. 

I’ve just this week seen three stately African 

Harrier-Hawks circling overhead, and my first 

Cape Sparrow in the garden. 

By comparison with my Grahamstown garden, 

the birdlist in the garden itself is small (31 so 

far), but we overlook the Bishops playing fields, 

which means from my study upstairs I can see 

and hear Helmeted Guineafowl (occasional 

accidental visitors to our garden, and, 

forgetting they can fly, run around squawking 

in panic), Spotted Thick-knees (which have bred 
successfully on the fields most years (despite 

mowers, dogs, and rugby), gulls, Sacred Ibises, 

Egyptian Geese, Cattle Egrets, and of course the 

Hadedas (who are thrilled with the school’s 

recently installed irrigation system - I saw 24 of 

them manicuring the fields together after a 

recent good watering). 

When we came here, the garden was a barren 

patch of dandelions and brown grass with a few 

good mature trees. It is now a bird haven. NO 

pesticides, leaves left to lie where they fall (the 

garden service is despondent, the Olive 

Thrushes ecstatic – we must have at least 8), 
owl box near the compost heaps (still no owl!), 

3 birdbaths, a fishpond, bird table, sunbird 

feeder (purists may stop reading at this point), a 

basket with coir for nest building, and lots of 

plants and trees chosen with birds in mind: 

Celtis, loquats,  Pyracantha,  yellowwoods 

(Podocarpus falcatus), wild peach (Kiggelaria), 

wild plum (Harpephyllum), wild dagga 
(Leonotis), and Tecoma hedges.  ‘Boesmansgif’,

(Acokanthera oppositifolia), though toxic, is also 

enjoyed by birds.  

One consequence of this is that birds spread 

seed of all these plants around the garden.  

Were we to disappear from the scene, in a very 
few years this garden would look like an 

indigenous forest remnant!  

The ubiquitous Laughing Dove - a suburban garden fixture! 
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Having set the stage, the birds provide the daily 

dramas, big and small. This year, as the 

population of goldfish in our pond has 

exploded, we have been visited regularly by a 

Grey Heron, which has excited/horrified our 

grandchildren by treating the pond as its 

personal sushi bar.  

The African Goshawk, the latest in a long line 

which have bred in our garden and in the 

Norfolk pine next door, makes regular forays 

into the gatherings of doves (Laughing, Cape 

Turtle, Red-eyed), with that brutally accurate 

stoop so well described in  ‘H is for Hawk’. They 

are less successful with rats, seemingly 

nonplussed by prey that actually puts up a 

squealing, thrashing fight. Grisly to see, but a 

welcome addition to our rat elimination efforts, 

which, given we won’t use poison, means we 

trap them in our Victorian-style basket trap, and 

relocate them to where we know there are owls 

and other predators. We noticed a pale-morph 

Steppe Buzzard in a tree in our garden last 

month – another first – and wondered why it 

was hanging around the bird table area. The 

following day,  when I went to put out food, 

there was the snaky tail and a few horrible 

yellow teeth – all that remained of what had 

undoubtedly been the buzzard’s rat tea.  

Another reason not to use poison. 

The young goshawks are amazingly unfazed by 

our presence and will sit in a tree just feet above 

where we walk, consuming their prey. Twice, a 

young goshawk has also caught sight of our 

African Grey Parrot sitting in her tree inside the 

house, and dived at her; fortunately neither bird 

was any the worse for wear. The young goshawk 

also discovered the shady birdbath one hot 

spell last summer and monopolised it, to the 

intense and vocal  irritation of the thrushes. 

Sitting in the water with its feathers fluffed out, 

it was somehow not the dignified behaviour one 

expects of such a magnificent bird. 

Recently, we have had regular visits from Swee 

Waxbills (perhaps previously unnoticed because 

they hang around with Cape White-eyes, who at 

a distance are not dissimilar). I noticed them 

first because they have taken to drinking from 

the outlet of the fishpond fountain; the white-

eyes don’t share this daring habit, preferring the 

birdbath under the trees. 

 

 

Our basket providing coir for nest building has 

also provided us with lots of entertainment, as 

white-eyes, Cape Bulbuls, Red-winged Starlings,  

Southern Double-collared Sunbirds and Olive 

Thrushes make full use of it. It is right next to a 

birdbath and, a number of times, I have seen 

thrushes (but none of the others) collect a 

beakful of the coir and then hop down and very 

deliberately dabble it in the water. Is it washing 

off dust or making it more pliable for building? 

I would be very interested to know the answer.  

                                         Virginia van der Vliet                             

Spectacled Weaver - frequent visitor to a Malawi garden 

(see page 10) 
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QUASAR AUTOMAIL 

Quasar Automail is a small 

mailing house in Bellville.  

Its work generates funds for 

the Quasar Trust, which 

supports a residential care facility for 

quadriplegics in Parow. Automail handles the 

insertion and dispatch of Promerops very 

speedily and efficiently, giving us a quick 

turnaround at a very economical rate. Anyone 

interested in their service can contact Ferdi 

Prins at Tel. 021 939 7824 or email 

info@quassar.co.za.  For more information see 

their website www.quasar.org.za. 
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A Garden Corridor and a Pathway to 
Leadership in Biodiversity Conservation 

Iingcungcu is the isiXhosa name for sunbirds and 

sugarbirds (with long beaks). The Iingcungcu 

Project, which focuses on these iconic birds, 

was inspired by two concerns: the growing 

evidence of a global decline in pollinators; and 

the need to nurture leadership for biodiversity 

conservation in our youth.  A component of my 

Master’s degree in Botany, the Iingcungcu 

Project is based on my study of the interaction 

between nectar-feeding birds and bird-

pollinated plants, and importantly, it involves 

the participation of school learners on the Cape 

Flats.  

The project aims to facilitate the movement of 

sugarbirds and sunbirds across the heavily 

populated urban areas on the Cape Flats where 

these birds commonly occurred in the past. To 

achieve this, a nectar-rich, bird-friendly garden 

corridor is being created to connect existing 

small pockets of natural vegetation in the low-

lying areas of the Cape Flats―protected areas 

such as the Rondevlei Nature Reserve―with the 

Table Mountain range where sugarbirds and 

sunbirds are known to occur.   

The involvement of school learners constitutes 

the sociological aspect of the Iingcungcu 

Project.  It is a hands-on attempt at community 

engagement, with the aim of inspiring 

tomorrow’s leaders to understand and become 

passionate about biodiversity conservation.  

Grade 10 pupils at selected high schools across 

the Cape Flats were given the skills to create 

and maintain indigenous nectar-rich gardens in 

their school grounds, and were subsequently 

trained to monitor and record bird movements 

in their gardens.  I am hoping that participation 

in the project will have a positive effect on the 

school children and in particular will help 

identify and nurture leadership for biodiversity 

conservation. 

The project has been rolled out in Cape Town 

as a pilot project which will be transferable to 

other urban areas. The ultimate aim is for 

Municipalities to take ownership of the project 

and carry it forward.    

Although there are only four major species of 

obligate nectar-feeding birds in the Western 

Cape − the  Malachite Sunbird (Nectarinia   

famosa), the Orange-breasted Sunbird (Antho-

baphes violacea), the Southern Double-collared 

Sunbird (Cinnyris chalybeus), and the Cape 

Sugarbird (Promerops cafer) − they are the 

pollinators of about 350 plant species. Yet the 

very same pollinator species are arguably 

threatened by habitat fragmentation, 

urbanisation, road traffic, and honeybee 

farming.  By creating the garden corridor we 

hope to establish a route across the fragmented 

range of these birds, allowing them to move 

freely across the Flats and increase the 

biodiversity of the area. 

Firstly, a suitable corridor had to be selected 

based on a number of variables, including the 

availability of open grounds, and the proximity 

of these grounds to the targeted protected 

areas.  As the gardens were to be established 

and managed by schools strategically located  

to create a corridor, a critical point was the buy-

in from the various school heads.  The schools 

needed to adopt these gardens from the onset. 

 Eight schools were selected: four primary 

schools and four high schools.  The primary 

schools became the control sites, while at the 

four high schools, gardens were established by 

Grade 10 learners, who were targeted for 

Southern Double-collared Sunbird feeding on the  

Wild Dagga plant, Leonotus leonurus 
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participation. Their involvement included 

learning to plant indigenous bird-pollinated 

plants, nurturing the gardens, and forming part 

of the bird observation team. To eliminate any 

possible contamination of data, two data sheets 

were used: one by the learners and another by 

the research team. The collection of bird 

observation data took place both before and 

after the establishment of the gardens.  The 

learners also received a questionnaire to track 

their interest in biodiversity before participating 

and after their engagement in the project to 

determine how their interaction might have 

shifted their interest towards biodiversity 

conservation.  

In 2013 selected nurseries were contracted to 

propagate nectar plants found only in the Cape 

Flats Dune Strandveld and Cape Flats Sand 

Fynbos vegetation types. The bird-pollinated 

plants included species of Erica, Protea, Wild 

Dagga, Watsonia, Aloe, and various others.  The 

plants were all propagated from cuttings to 

accelerate flowering within the first year of 

establishment, and the learners planted them 

out in their school grounds in April and May 

2014.  Bird observation data collection was 

carried out from July to December 2013 (before 

planting), continued from July to December 

2014 (after planting), and was resumed in July 

2015. 

 

The learners who participated in the planting 

exercise were very excited by the planting 

activity and the project itself.  The plants also 

responded very well after being put in the 

ground, by producing flowers and attracting 

sunbirds in the first season.  It is worth noting 

that within the first year of planting, only the 

Southern Double-collared Sunbird has been 

recorded.  Although this result on its own does 

not constitute success, it is however an 

indication that we might be on the right track 

towards achieving our goal. While the study 

itself will be the subject of my MSc thesis at the 

end of 2015, the project is likely to continue 

through various greening projects and 

biodiversity education programmes in the 

future.  

                                                  Bongani Mnisi  

Editor’s note:  Bongani Mnisi is  a Regional 

Manager in the Biodiversity Management Dept. 

of the City of Cape Town's Environmental 

Resource Management Department, and is doing 

his MSc part time at Stellenbosch University. His 

poster and short film on the Iingcungcu Project: 

“Stepping Stones through fragmented 

environments” were awarded the Theo Manual 

Award for research projects in conservation 

education by the Plant Conservation Unit at the 

University of Cape Town in 2013 and 2014 

respectively.  

Grade 10 pupils from Steenberg High School preparing 

to plant a bird-friendly garden in their school grounds 
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Sasol birding weekend at Graaff-Reinet  
20 - 22 March 2015 

We had heard about the fantastic birding 

weekends that the Honorary Rangers organise 

around the country every year. Last year we 

narrowly missed the one at the Tankwa Karoo 

Park but this year we managed to book in for 

the one at Camdeboo National Park.  

The cost for the weekend was R250 per person 

excluding accommodation. We stayed at Obesa 

Lodge just across the road from the Obesa 

Cactus Gardens so I was in paradise. The 

owners, Johan and Anton Bouwer, are big 

personalities and their influence around the 

town can be seen in the form of huge barrel 

cacti and other succulents that fill the public 

spaces. Anton is one of the driving forces 

behind the Giant Flag Project – the construction 

of a 66-hectare South African flag using 2.5 

million succulents and cacti and solar panels 

that will generate up to 4 megawatts of 

electricity. 

Our weekend started on Friday evening with a 

cocktail party at the newly renovated Drostdy 

Hotel. There we met the other 47 birders and 

honorary ranger Johan Bouwer and his team. 

We were welcomed by the park manager Peter 

Burdett. Leonie Fouche gave an interesting talk 

on the 52 Roberts bird plates painted by 

Norman Lighton that are on display in the hotel. 

We each received a ‘goody bag’ filled with 

interesting treats. We munched dried wors and 

biltong from the Rupert game farm all weekend.  

Early on Saturday morning we met at the Park 

offices where we divided into 5 smaller groups. 

We chose the flat walk around the dam; others 

were transported in safari vehicles deep into the 

park. Even though it was a particularly dry time 

for the park the overall tally for birds was a 

respectable 138 species. Two new sightings 

were added to the Park list – a Tractrac Chat 

and a Mocking Cliff Chat. Other sightings 

included an African Olive Pigeon, Dusky 

Indigobird, Black-headed Canary, Mountain 

Wheatear, African Firefinch, and Yellow-bellied 

Eremomela. 

000 

Most memorable moment for me was tea back 

at the lapa and a truly decadent chocolate cake.  

That evening our guest speaker was Prof Adrian 

Craig from Rhodes University on the topic of 

Karoo Birds and their habits. As we were at the 

Drostdy hotel the 3 course meal was excellent. 

The lucky-draw saw all of us winning a 

worthwhile prize; mine was a book on 

identifying LBJs and Doug won the new 

Newman on birds, in Afrikaans nogal.  

On Sunday morning we met at the Camdeboo 

National Park’s Education Centre where Adrian 

Craig introduced us to the art of bird-ringing. 

He had set up some nets near the water where 

the unsuspecting birds were caught. After their 

gentle extrication he demonstrated how the 

wings are measured; how the primary feathers 

are assessed to ascertain bird health; and finally 

how they are weighed before being released. 

That hour or two with the birds was particularly 

special to me as I was able to see close up just 

how remarkable they are. 

These experiences will not be forgotten soon 

and it was with regret that the weekend came 

to a close. We finished it off with a drive to the 

Valley of Desolation, an awesome spot to round 

off our visit. I can recommend this weekend to 

anyone with an interest in birding; it covered all 

levels from me, a birder by osmosis, to the 

more avid twitcher. 

My thanks to Leonie Fouche whose article I 

used as a prompt for data and correct sequence 

of events.  

                                      

 

OUT AND ABOUT 

Alison and Doug James 

Tractrac Chat 
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The Murraysburg Area – at the juncture of 

the Western, Northern, and Eastern Capes 

The “Autumn Attack” was Les Underhill’s idea to 

galvanise dedicated atlassers to get out there 

and make a concerted attack on the unatlassed 

pentads in the Murraysburg area.  With so 

many public holidays over the period 25 April 

to 3 May 2015, it was decided that this would 

be a good time for the attack. 

The target area contained 225 pentads, but the 

focus was on virgin pentads and the far 

northern ones could not realistically be reached 

in the time, so in the end about 80 pentads 

were covered. Over the 8 days, essentially 2 

groups atlassed for 4 days each, but some 

members stayed the full 8 days. 

The whole exercise was immaculately planned 

and put into practice by Peter Nupen, the 

SABAP2 co-ordinator for the Western Cape. For 

me, the master stroke, and so characteristic of 

Peter’s endeavours, was that he placed ads in all 

the local newspapers, announcing the ‘attack’ 

to the broad rural community. This worked well, 

as evidenced when several farms we visited 

knew we were coming. 

BirdLife South Africa, as part of its commitment 

to the ADU, sponsored a sizeable portion of the 

costs to cover accommodation (at the 

Oudekraal and Damesfontein farms) and also  

contributed  towards fuel costs. 

   

 

The first group consisted entirely of Cape Bird 

Club members, while the second group, which 

came up from Port Elizabeth, were members of 

the Eastern Cape Bird Club. 

To kick off, each team was given a Quarter 

Degree Square (QDS) - 9 Pentads - to atlas over 

2 days. Simon Fogarty and I started with 

3124CA Winterhoekberg, in the Northern Cape. 

Sunday 26 & Monday 27 April 

We attacked 3 full pentads and two halves (one  

hour each), returning the following day to 

complete the two halves.  Most species 

encountered were expected but Greater Striped 

Swallows were somewhat surprisingly still 

around. 

What struck us most was how different this 

Nama Karoo habitat was from that further 

south around Beaufort West where it is 

distinctly more arid.  The Nama Karoo type had 

more vegetation and more water, the wetter 

habitat tragically evidenced by a large Cape 

clawless otter, dead on the road - roadkill from 

the night before.  Many very large Leopard 

tortoises were also evident and active. 

It was quite extraordinary, driving up to the 

farm house, Langfordhill. There was evidence of 

people in residence everywhere - vehicles 

parked, doors and windows open, kids’ toys on 

the lawn - but no one in sight!  We called out -  

not a single answer. We decided to follow a 

track towards some fertile wet habitat in the 

distance, and as we got closer 

some people could be seen: two 

women and four kids were 

braaing marshmallows over a 

small fire beside a stream lined 

with weeping willows. The 

‘manne’ were away - the ‘Mighty 

Man’ event in Colesberg having 

claimed all the men folk from this 

and several other farm houses we 

happened upon.  

But what warm and friendly folk 

they all were, eager to chat, give 

directions, even discuss some of 

the birds they had on their farms. 

A “Rooitinktinkie” and other such 

                      colloquial names had me floored. 

SABAP2 Autumn Attack - Part 1 

The CBC atlassing group:  Otto & Sandy Schmidt, John Fincham, Mel Tripp, 

Vernon Head, Peter Nupen, Simon Fogarty, Merle & Derek Chalton 
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The farmer at Niekerksfontein, friendly as the 

rest, had a treat in store, leading us to a large 

shallow wetland full of many water birds. 

Greater Flamingo out here raised an eyebrow!  

Hundreds of Blue Cranes roost here at night he 

proudly explained. He had also been 

instrumental in getting Eskom to install flappers 

on overhead cables, reducing the collision 

impact on the cranes in the area. This part of 

the Grassy Karoo was once the Blue Crane 

stronghold. We did see considerable numbers 

of Blue Crane, but they did not appear to be as 

numerous as in the Overberg these days. 

The highest count for any of these pentads was 

34 species.  Pied Crows were tallied in each 

pentad for John Fincham’s personal crow attack, 

and when driving back on the Monday evening 

we witnessed a massive ‘murder’ - 40 of them! 

They were presumably flocking prior to roosting 

in a stand of gums somewhere. 

Tuesday 28 April 

The groups moved to different QDSs and some 

groups were even swapped around.  This time I 

headed out with Peter Nupen to attack two 

virgin pentads north of Murraysburg, QDS 

3123DD, in the Western Cape. Having quite a 

way to travel from our accommodation at 

Damesfontein Farm (Eastern Cape), we left at 

dawn.  It was cold, very cold, and Peter was 

traditionally dressed in lamb’s wool slippers, no 

socks, shirt and jockeys. (Jockeys are what was 

the Rhodesian version of loose fitting light 

shorts - not underpants - well, not quite).  I 

could not believe it! I was wrapped in every 

conceivable piece of warm clothing I had with 

me. Tough lot these ex-Rhodesians! 

Engelsmanskraal, our first pentad here, 

produced 40 species. A lone African Black Duck 

flying up from a small dam was a surprise and 

we saw our first Chat Flycatcher for the Attack. 

Ubiquitous species were Rufous-eared Warbler, 

Ant-eating Chat and Lark-like Bunting.  

Badsfontein, the next pentad to the north, only 

produced 26 species. 

With two virgin pentads attacked, we called it a 

day, so as not to have to travel back in the dark. 

Peter’s close shave with a Kudu jumping 

through his windscreen at dusk a few years 

earlier was uppermost in our minds.  Yellow 

mongoose seemed to be all over the place on 

the way back. 

Wednesday 29 April 

Simon Fogarty, Vernon Head, and I moved west 

nearer to Murraysburg, to Grootplaas Farm for 

the last 4 days. 

During the afternoon we took the opportunity 

to get Vernon a new bird for his Western Cape 

list -  Drakensberg Rockjumper - yes they really 

do occur in the Western Cape, high up at over 

1800m, to the north of Suurkop.  A really rough 

track on the mountain’s edge gets one to their 

habitat. A brief fly-over view for Simon and me 

was all we could achieve. Sadly Vernon dipped 

and we dared not stay up much longer, fearing 

a hazardous drive down at dusk. 

Thursday 30 April – Saturday 2 May 

We attacked two pentads around Aasvoëlkrans 

(3205_2335 and 3205_2340), and whilst looking 

for Golden-breasted Bunting, which is 

uncommon in the Western Cape, we got a 

Yellow-fronted Canary - a blinder for the 

Western Cape!  Sadly Simon dipped on this. We 

recorded 32 species in each pentad but not an 

aasvoël in sight! 

The Langrug pentad (3210_2330) offered a very 

interesting habitat - more like Kalahari than 

Karoo.   We searched for ages for Pink-billed 

Lark, reported to occur here, but without 

Rufous-eared Warbler 
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success. However we did see Yellow-throated 

Petronia and Kori Bustard, two big specials for 

the Western Cape. And a flock of 26 Ludwig’s 

Bustards in these wide expanses was a wonderful 

sight.  Our species count of 42 in this pentad was 

getting higher - but the highest count was 60+ 

species on the Friday, which included the 

discovery of White-fronted Bee-eater!   

What also gave the farms a wonderful wash of 

colour, were the poplar trees around the farm 

houses in their stunning yellow and orange 

autumnal hues.  

All in all, and all agreed, a fantastic trip – thanks 

to Peter Nupen. 

 

Sandy and I joined the 9-person team for the 

first four nights of this “atlassing bash” at 

Damesfontein Farm late afternoon on 25 April.  

At that evening’s briefing session we were 

allocated the quarter degree square 3124CD 

(Kopermyn) to cover on the following two days. 

The first pentad (3155_2415) in this square was 

immediately east of our accommodation, so at 

first light on the 26th we were into our first list, 

soon getting to grips with some of the smaller 

species such as Grey-backed Cisticola, Namaqua 

and Rufous-eared Warbler.  Regular flocks of 

Black-headed Canaries, often together with Cape 

Canary and Southern Red Bishop, were a delight 

to see, either perched on the fences or feeding 

along the roadside.  As we traversed this pentad 

several times over the next few days, we were 

able to add a number of additional species to 

the initial list, with good add-on birds such as 

Ground Woodpecker, Karoo Korhaan and 

Verreaux’s Eagle (three adults together overhead 

was a surprise). 

Turning north, we entered pentad 3150_2415 

and an area of bush alongside a rocky hillside 

produced some excellent birds such as Pririt 

Batis and a juvenile Greater Honeyguide.  Just 

north of the farm Rondefontein we turned back 

as the road was becoming severely rutted, and 

on again passing the seemingly deserted 

farmhouse we met and were invited for coffee 

by the farmer’s wife Elize Vögel and her son.  

Commenting on the lush countryside and the 

poor track north of the farm, we were told that 

a freak deluge of 75mm in an hour two weeks 

earlier had destroyed the access roads.  The 

track south had since been repaired, but we 

were assured that we would not have been able 

to get through to the next pentad north. 

The next morning we again headed east from 

Damesfontein, tackling pentads 3150_2420 and 

3145_2420.  Chatting briefly to the farmer as he 

drove out of Onverwagsfontein Farm, he was 

happy to let us bird on the farm, and his wife 

kindly gave us a key allowing us to explore the 

area across the road.  We added 17 species to 

our list showing the value of access to 

additional habitats offered by farmyards, farm 

dams etc.  We would certainly otherwise have 

missed birds such as Speckled and White-

backed Mousebird, African Hoopoe, Fork-tailed 

Drongo, Sickle-winged Chat and Spike-heeled 

Lark.  It also demonstrated the friendliness  and 

helpfulness of the farmers we met during our 

atlassing adventure. 

Stopping for a delayed roadside lunch near a 

wind pump in pentad 3145_2420, some 

inquisitive horses disturbed a pair of Crowned 

Lapwings and it took several distant views to 

confirm our only Capped Wheatear.  A large 

farm dam produced a selection of waterbirds 

and a majestic adult African Fish Eagle. 

 

SABAP2 Autumn Attack - Part 2 

Black-headed Canary 
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We then retraced our steps through 3150_2420, 

where a Cape Penduline-Tit nest in a thorn tree 

was nice to see, but the occupants were 

unfortunately not about. A Secretarybird flying 

across the road in front of us was a good last 

bird for this pentad before we crossed the main 

road to cover pentad 3155_2420.  We soon had 

a Verreaux’s Eagle and both Chestnut-vented 

and Layard’s Titbabblers and as we turned back 

at the southernmost point of the pentad we 

spotted a pair of Karoo Korhaan and several 

Blue Cranes. Taking a farm road east we added 

several additional species (as well as a group of 

Bat-eared Foxes at their burrow) to complete 

our two hours and head back to Damesfontein 

for a delightful evening meal with the owners, 

Tiffie and Marguerite Wolfaard. 

For the following and final day we were 

allocated a new square (3123DB - Gewindsberg) 

and before dawn we headed west to 

Murraysburg, then north to pentad 3140_2345.  

On the farm Rietpoort, Brown-hooded 

Kingfisher, Southern Grey-headed Sparrow and 

Neddicky were good birds for the list. Just north 

of the farm the reedbeds on either side of a 

concrete causeway produced numerous calling 

and displaying Namaqua Warblers. 

We continued north into virgin pentad 

3135_2345.  This area was considerably drier 

than the habitats we had covered on the 

previous two days, and unfortunately any side 

roads leading to farms were all heavily 

padlocked so we were limited to the main road 

and the list grew fairly slowly.  Nevertheless we 

had some good species such as Karoo Long-

billed lark, Cinnamon-breasted Bunting, Cape 

Penduline-Tit, Sabota Lark, and Karoo Korhaan.  

Returning through 3140_2345, we drove onto 

the farm Rooisandheuwel where we were given 

directions to the large farm dam.  This proved 

an excellent lunch-stop and we added good 

birds such as Horus and Little Swift and Greater 

Striped Swallow which were hawking insects 

over the dam together with many Brown-

throated Martins. A number of waterbirds were 

also present, and the garden produced African 

Hoopoe, Karoo Thrush, and White-backed 

Mousebird.  This diversion onto the farm 

produced an additional 18 species. 

In summary, we managed to cover seven 

pentads in the three days, with species totals of 

29 (x2), 41 (x2), 46, 51 and 53.  However, apart 

from the statistics, we were given the 

opportunity to bird in a scenically beautiful area 

we had not previously visited, met a number of 

the always friendly local farmers and greatly 

enjoyed the companionship and camaraderie of 

our group of fellow atlassers.  It was a privilege 

to have been part of this very successful 

“expedition”, excellently organised and 

managed by Peter Nupen. 

             Otto & Sandy Schmidt 

The tranquil 

beauty of the 

Great Karoo 
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Orange-breasted Sunbirds in the 
suburbs 

Orange-breasted Sunbirds regularly move from 

their higher altitude fynbos habitats on the 

slopes of Table Mountain into the suburbs 

during the hot dry summer months and we 

have come to expect them from early January in 

our Fernwood, Newlands garden.  They will 

then be regulars until late March / early April 

when our first rains come and they again move 

up the mountain. 

The summer of 2014/15 was a very long one, 

and by mid-May we were still waiting for our 

first good early winter rains.  The first two 

Orange-breasted Sunbird records in our area 

were early, with a bird heard on 24 December 

2014 and our first sighting was on the 29th.  

From 7 January 2015 they became regular daily 

visitors.  They were still about in mid-April, but 

of course we had had no significant rain by that 

time.  When we left on an atlassing trip on 22 

April, the birds were still present, but on our 

return on 29 April they had departed.  

During the previous summer, the first Orange-

breasted Sunbird was present on 1 January, and 

they were then regular from the 10th with the 

last sighting being on 13 March.  Compared to 

this year, where March and April produced only 

6 and 8mm of rain respectively, the figures for 

March and April 2014 were 123 and 67mm.  

This would have stimulated nectar production 

in the fynbos on the mountain slopes far earlier 

than the very dry conditions of 2015, hence the 

birds remained in the suburbs for far longer 

than normal this year.         

————————————————— 

Leucistic Ostrich spotted at Tankwa 

Karoo National Park 

While exiting through the southern gate of 

Tankwa Karoo National Park my attention was 

grabbed by a white dot to the south-east. This 

transpired to be a leucistic male Common 

Ostrich (Struthio camelus australis), running 

across the arid scrubveld approximately 300 m 

away with another male ostrich with regular 

black and white plumage.  

Unfortunately, it being November in the 

Tankwa desert and approaching 40 degrees 

Celsius, the heat waves prevented me from 

taking any worthwhile photographs, but I was 

able to manage a few record shots before the 

birds ran out of view. This is not the first 

incidence of leucism in ostriches, but as with all 

species it is a rare congenital anomaly, and 

fascinating to witness. This sighting took place 

on the 22 November 2014 at 11:45 am.   

                                             Andrew de Blocq 

—————————————————- 

Reed Cormorants stealing food in flight 
from conspecifics   

I observed a pair of Reed Cormorants 
(Microcarbo africanus) at De Hoop Nature 
Reserve on the south Cape coast flying after 
each other in a rather frantic fashion.  It was 
only when the bird being chased dropped 
something that I became aware that this was a 
robbery!  The prey item fell into the water of 

the vlei, whereafter the chaser dived in to 
retrieve it. Through my binoculars it seemed 
that he came up empty, which seems to be a 
large energy expenditure for a failed attempt at 
theft. I was not aware that cormorants 
scavenged and thieved - from their kin no less.  

This was all the more surprising as it happened 
in flight, cormorants not being known for their 
agility and prowess in the air.  

 

MEMBERS’ OBSERVATIONS 

Leucistic Ostrich - (photo distorted by heat haze) 
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First record of Sickle-winged Chat for 
the Cape Peninsula  

On 14 June 2015 we saw a Sickle-winged Chat 

on Steenberg Plateau above Peck’s Valley on 

Muizenberg Mountain. It was seen next to a 

couple of Sentinel Rock Thrushes foraging on 

the sandy flats in an area that had burned three 

months earlier at the beginning of March. The 

same area attracted small numbers of Plain-

backed Pipits within a week of the fire, but they 

apparently had left the area by the end of May. 

This appears to be the first record of a Sickle-

winged Chat on the Peninsula; it is not recorded 

from the Peninsula in the SW Cape Bird Atlas 

(Hockey et al. 1989), and based on recent atlas 

records, its range has contracted northwards in 

the Swartland over the last few decades. The 

closest area where it occurs regularly is now 

around Riebeeck Kasteel, 80 km away. It was 

seen again in the same area on 18 July, this 

time with a pair of Familiar Chats nearby, but it 

was not associated with these chats. 

            Peter Ryan and Claire Spottiswoode 

—————————————————- 

Squirrel observation  

Some years ago I followed the construction of 

about twelve white-eye nests in the two Ficus 

Nitidas that stand immediately before our front 

door here in Somerset West. One of these nests 

was situated in a horizontal branch 3m from the 

garage door, and I monitored this nest from 

egg laying to the hatching of two chicks.  

One morning, I heard the parent birds begin to 

protest in desperate fashion. Outside our 

gardener, Laurie, called me from where he was 

sweeping the paving near the nest.  He told me 

he had just seen a squirrel, now uttering its call, 

take and eat something from the nest. I 

checked the nest to find the chicks had gone. 

They would then have been about a week old.  

If anyone has seen, or heard any reports of 

squirrels robbing nests of their contents I 

should be grateful if they would pass the details 

on to me at meredith.ral.fay@gmail.com.  I have  

also heard that squirrels are trapped and 

removed from Kirstenbosch Gardens to protect  

the bird life, and would be interested to know if 

anyone can confirm this.               

Acacia Pied Barbets (Tricholaema 
leucomelas) eat grain 

Acacia Pied Barbets are recorded as being 

frugivorous and insectivorous in Roberts’ 7, and 

Duncan Butchart confirmed this in his recent 

excellent CBC course on Woodpeckers, Barbets 

and Honeyguides. Nowhere have I seen it 

specified that they also eat grain. However, 

after sweetcorn has been part of lunch, the 

cobs are placed out in the garden for the birds 

to finish off. They relish the germinal portion 

that remains on the cob after most of the kernel 

has been eaten. Whether this feeding behaviour 

makes them "granivorous" is debatable because 

cooked sweetcorn may be more similar to fruit 

than hard grains like mealies or sorghum. 

Furthermore, there is a report in Promerops  

(246:17 2001) of a barbet feeding a fledgling 

with leaves from a young tomato plant, and I 

have also witnessed them feeding on these 

leaves. So in conclusion, the diet of the Acacia 

Pied Barbet is wider and more varied than 

reported in Roberts’ 7. 

Acacia Pied Barbets are dominant amongst the 

birds in my garden when feeding on anything 

that is put out for them, including the 

sweetcorn cobs. And even Olive Thrushes stand 

back when jam is on the menu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

——————————————- 

Ostrich displays to a black refuse bag!  

De Hoop Nature Reserve on the south Cape 

coast has a healthy population of wild Common 

Ostrich (Struthio camelus australis). The species 

is well known for its breeding rituals which 

entail elaborate dance routines showing off the 

John Fincham 

Ral Meredith   

African Pied Barbet feeding on a sweetcorn cob 
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contrasting black and white plumage of the 

males.  

While conducting fieldwork for a research 

project I came across a black bag littered in the 

veld near the rondawel accommodation site at 

De Hoop. The wind was gusting particularly 

strongly that day (I recorded wind speeds of 38 

km/h at one of my count points), and the black 

bag was blowing quite freely, attached only to 

low-growing branch.  

While stooping to pick it up I noticed that a 

male ostrich had approached and was 

displaying in the typical fashion, with neck and 

head bent low, and wings being fanned and 

swished seductively from side to side. This 

specific behaviour is called “kantling”, and is 

described in Roberts’ 7 as a pre-copulatory 

routine.  

I can only assume that he was displaying in 

response to the black bag blowing in the wind 

at my feet (imitating another ostrich in its 

swishing motion), and not to me! The ostrich's 

eyes may be bigger than its brain, but this does 

not necessarily mean that the ostrich is stupid 

(contrary to folklore). However, this black bag 

cast enough of an illusion to confuse this 

particular bird, and, judging from the way he 

pestered me all the way back to my car, he was 

not happy about me removing his potential 

mate! 

              —————————————— 

Diederik Cuckoo parasitism … 

Following on Dieter Oschadleus’ request for 

information on Diederik Cuckoo parasitism, 

(Promerops (2015) 302:26), herewith my 

contribution: 

Upon returning home to Somerset West on 24 

November 2013 from a trip up north, I became 

immediately aware of incessant calling from a 

bottlebrush tree in our garden.  Knowing the 

tree was full of Cape Sparrows and seeing a 

nest fairly high up I presumed it to be a sparrow 

chick calling for food and left it at that.  

The following day a friend approached the tree 

and exclaimed with subdued excitement:  "you 

have a cuckoo in your garden".  A heart– 

stopping moment, and the rush for field glasses 

and camera was on.  And there it was, the most 

adorable Diederik Cuckoo baby.  I must 

mention here that we had just witnessed up 

north the most beautiful and lengthy display of 

two Diederik Cuckoos on the Luvuvhu bridge at 

Pafuri and this was surely a most extraordinary 

coincidence. 

First a male Cape Sparrow arrived and delivered 

food followed shortly afterwards by the female, 

with same, and this continued until almost 

night time.  To our delight the feeding went on 

for almost four weeks and by then the sparrows 

seemed exhausted.  The almost grown up chick 

was quite comfortable with our presence and 

took lengthy times at the birdbath as well. 

We also observed with much amazement  that a 

third Cape Sparrow’s help was solicited with the 

growing demands for food.  This went on for 

about another seven to ten days before the 

cuckoo, by than looking extremely handsome, 

left and we felt truly bereaved. 

                                              

 

Andrew de Blocq 

Diederik Cuckoo chick 
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Promerops needs your observations! 

Interesting, exciting, distressing, hilarious … 

whatever the nature of your birding 

experience, if it stood out for you,  

we want to hear about it!  

Please send your observations to 

fionajones80@gmail.com. The deadline for 

the next issue is 10 January 2016. 

Heide Wetmore  
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The Wrong Call ... 
          or how to find a Tree Pipit! 

There is one conversation most birders will have 

with fellow birders at some stage –  how many 

rare birds could be around us or nearby and we 

will never know about their presence?   I've had 

this discussion often with various birding 

friends, especially since the finding of a Citrine 

Wagtail followed by a Snowy Egret in Cape 

Town this year. This prompts us to think and 

wonder and talk about it … could there be 

rarities right here in our city and we wouldn't 

know? 

Two birding friends and I found one recently – 

but didn't recognise what it was.  I have started 

to assist Ann Koeslag in monitoring Black 

Sparrowhawk nests on the peninsula.  Ann has  

permits which get us into all sorts of interesting 

places and on 3 August 2015, with Sharon 

Yodaiken in tow, we visited the Perdekloof 

picnic site in Scarborough to check on a nest.  

On finding the nest we were not all that 

surprised to see a Jackal Buzzard sitting on it, 

and we crept away quietly as JBs do not like 

disturbance when nesting.   

On a previous visit we had seen a Brown-

backed Honeybird, so on our way out I decided 

to play the BB Honeybird call, hoping it would 

surprise us and turn up.  It didn't, but another 

smallish bird shot up from the ground under 

the dead-looking leafless trees, and as it 

zoomed past us we noticed a heavily streaked 

breast.  However the bird had gone.   

I tried the honeybird call again – no honeybird 

but the little streaked bird zoomed back and 

landed on a branch not too far from us.  An LBJ 

on a grey brown branch - not easy to identify or 

photograph!  We did try a few photos but the 

bird was not in the mood, and left. I tried one 

more time for the honeybird, and again the 

unknown bird returned instantly to the same 

branch.  This time we got much clearer views, 

and by the time it left we had realised that this 

was an LBJ none of us could identify.   

We used the programme on my PDA and 

crossed off the pipits we could get down here 

(Plain-backed or African).  Not one of those. We 

realised we needed a proper field guide and the  

second we got back to Ann's house, we rushed 

Promerops 303 

indoors where Ann downloaded her photos to 

her PC. With Ann's photos and Doug Newman’s 

LBJ's Made Simple, we went through every bird 

and the only one that matched was a Tree Pipit. 

I confidently informed Ann and Sharon that it 

would not be that bird, as I had only ever heard 

of a few turning up in Rustenburg, in summer. 

Lots of perusal and thinking and debating left 

us none the wiser, except that we needed 

expert help!   

I posted my photos to a Facebook page and 

was very hesitant and non-committal as none 

of us want to be made to feel foolish should 

someone point out that it could just be an 

aberrant common bird.  

The bird's ID was almost confirmed that 

evening just from the photos, but with a storm 

due the next day, it took two days for experts to 

get into the area and they actually found the 

bird (without the BB Honeybird call) - and yes it 

was a rarity, and yes it was a Tree Pipit.  It was 

still the most awesome indescribable feeling as 

it was just a number of little things that lead to 

our seeing the bird.  

The Tree Pipit comes from Asia and Europe, 

migrating to Africa for our summers, and is 

seen as far down as Zimbabwe.  Our bird must 

have travelled the entire length of the African 

continent to its southernmost tip. 

By chance are such rarities found – we chose 

the right day, the right time, and the right call ... 

even though it was the wrong call! 

For telling us what we had found, we thank 

Callan Cohen, Trevor Hardaker and others. 

                                        Margaret Maciver 

 

             

                                

       The mystery LBJ … a Tree Pipit, far from home 
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2014/15 SAFRING ringing statistics  

for the Western Cape 

We at SAFRING have received a total of 8223 

ring records (initial ringing, retrap, and 

recovery) from qualified ringers and the public 

(reported recoveries) in the Western Cape from 

the start of April 2014 until the end of March 

2015. This total makes up 16% of the total ring 

records received by SAFRING over this period. 

The Western Cape total was made up of 7408 

initial ring records, 748 recaptures/resightings 

and 64 recoveries from 175 species.  

The most common species ringed/recaptured in 

the province over this period was the Cape 

Gannet (945 records), followed by the Cape 

White-eye (712 records). Most of the recaptures 

and resightings were identified by registered 

ringers while trapping, with only 26 records 

coming in from un-registered birders 

identifying metal or colour rings in the field. 

The most common species recaptured were the 

Cape White-eye (129 records) and Cape Weaver 

(71 records).  

Of the recoveries received most did not have 

identifiable causes of death with many being 

found washed up on beaches and around 

residences. The main recorded cause of 

fatalities was collisions (cars, windows) and a 

number of Cape Gannets were recovered from 

fishing nets. Some of the species hit by cars 

were the Peregrine Falcon, Steppe Buzzard, 

Cape Spurfowl and Kelp Gull. The recoveries 

were predominantly made up of Swift Terns, 

Kelp Gulls and Cape Gannets, which was 

primarily due to the extensive chick ringing 

being done on islands.  

An interesting foreign recapture for this period 

was a Common Tern (AT240224) initially ringed 

in 2013 in Laukanssari, Finland and recovered in 

Strand. 

We would like thank the 48 registered ringers 

who aided in this collection and a special thanks 

to Sue Schultz who is our top citizen ringer with 

an overall of 726 birds ringed over this period. 

                                 Dane Paijmans,  SAFRING 

Spotted Flycatcher lost at sea  

The SA Agulhas II sailed for Gough Island via 

Tristan da Cunha on the evening of 3 

September 2015. The following afternoon, 

approximately 250 nautical miles west of Cape 

Town, a small passerine was observed flying 

around the vessel. It landed on the ship several 

times, even entering the helicopter hanger, 

where it was possible to confirm that it was a 

Spotted Flycatcher.  Passerines are very seldom 

encountered en route to and from Gough and 

Marion Islands, and this is quite an early record 

for a migrant returning from its Palearctic 

breeding grounds. 

SAFRING NEWS 

Books from our Book Table … 

Here are some of the great books you can 

buy at  Gavin & Anne Greig’s book table at 

evening meetings and courses.  All books are 

sold at a discount.  For full details about book 

sales, see page 34. 

 

Peter Ryan 

Roberts Nests & Eggs of 

southern African Birds 

Warwick Tarboton 

Jacana Media, 2011 

A Guide to the Dragonflies 

& Damselflies of South 

Africa 

Warwick & Michèle  

Tarboton 

Struik Nature, 2015 

The Search for the Rarest 

Bird in the World 

Vernon R L Head 

Jacana Media, 2014 
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All Sightings contributions to be reported/sent 

to compiler Felicity Ellmore by e-mail at 

fellmore@absamail.co.za or Tel. 021 762 0176. 

May we remind you that a list of all species that 

constitute south-western Cape Rarities (local) 

can be found, together with National Rarities, 

on the CBC website www.capebirdclub.org.za.  

Please note that none of the sightings listed 

below have been verified by either a regional 

or national rarities committee. 

NATIONAL RARITIES:  

Snowy Egret – a single bird found along the 

Black River close to the M5–Berkley Road 

intersection opposite the Raapenberg Bird 

Sanctuary hide, 8 June 2015 (DR, PaR), seen 9 

June 2015 (GR, SF, StF and other birders), seen 

10 June 2015 (MMa and many other birders), 

seen every day by many birders, still there 20 

June 2015 (SF), last seen 1 July 2015 (reported 

by TH) 

LOCAL RARITIES: 

Great Egret – a bird seen on the driving range 

of the De Zalze Golf Estate during May 2015 

(LC) 

Long-crested Eagle – a bird seen circling over 

Hoekwil just above Wilderness, 29 July 2015, 

reported by TH 

Brown Snake-eagle – a bird seen at Gondwana 

Game Reserve near Mossel Bay, 6 September 

2015 (CV) 

Black-chested Snake-eagle – an immature 

bird seen along the R27 just south of the turn-

off to Vredenburg (TH, MH) 

Bateleur – an immature bird seen on the 

Kuifkopvisvanger farm on the southern banks of 

the Berg River in Velddrif, 28 June 2015 (TH, 

MH) 

Palmnut Vulture – adult bird was seen and 

photographed over Swellendam, 31 August 

2015 (WL), seen on 5 September 2015 (MMa) 

Baillon’s Crake – a bird seen at a pan in the 

Potberg section of De Hoop Nature Reserve, 18 

September 2015 (AD, DG) 

Allen’s Gallinule – picked up walking along the 

side of the road in Bellville (Stikland area), 24 

August 2015, reported by TH, a bird seen in the 

eastern corner of Pan P2 at Strandfontein 

Sewage Works, 13 September 2015 (TH, MH), 

still there 19 September 2015 (RW) 

Red-necked Phalarope – a single individual in 

full breeding plumage was seen on the 

Kliphoek Salt Pans in Velddrif, 8 August 2015 

(E&LD), seen 22 August 2015 (EK), seen 6 

September 2015 (NF), still there 11 September 

2015 (RM) 

Lesser Sand Plover – a bird seen at Seeberg, 

WCNP, 30 May 2015 (FJ), still present 14 June 

2015 (MJ), seen on 28 June 2015 (TH), a bird 

seen at Geelbek, WCNP, 9 August 2015 (DV) 

Pearl-spotted Owlet – seen in a garden in 

Beaufort West, 26 June 2015 (JCl), seen near the 

police station at Beaufort West, reported by TH 

Half-collared Kingfisher – a bird seen on a 

farm just outside Robertson, 1 July 2015 (AR), 

still there 5 July 2015 

Brown-backed Honeybird – a single bird on 

Hemel en Aarde road opposite Creation Wines, 

10 March 2015 (AK) 

White-browed Scrub Robin – a bird found in 

the fynbos stretches above Nature’s Valley, 11, 

June 2015, reported by TH 

Tree Pipit – a bird found in Perdekloof next to 

Cape Point, 3 August 2015 (MM, AK, SY), seen 

by many birders over the next few days, 5 

August (SF), 12 August 2015 (StF) 

SIGHTINGS 

Snowy Egret - Black River, 10 June 2015 
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Bronze Mannikins - up to 6 birds (including 

juveniles) seen in a garden in Rondebosch, 

possibly escapees, 30 June 2015 (KM) 

Red-headed Finches – 6 birds seen at a bird 

feeder in a garden in Durbanville for at least a 

week, 23 July 2015, (BV) 

Cinnamon-breasted Bunting – a bird seen on 

Tafelberg Road, Table Mountain, 10 July 2015 

(DV and other birders) 

BIRDS ESTABLISHED IN THE SOUTH 

WESTERN / WESTERN CAPE, BUT RARE OR 

LOCALISED: 

Martial Eagle - Seen at Macassar Waste Water 

Treatment Works on CBC outing, 22 July 2015 

(SF, DL, JK, CK) 

African Jacana – a bird seen at Zandvlei in 

front of the Coniston hide, 3 June 2015, seen 18 

July 2015 (PR), a bird seen on the north eastern 

edge of pan P6, Strandfontein Sewage Works, 

22 August 2015 (SF), 3 September 2015 (GP), 

still there 14 September 2015 (MMa) 

OTHER INTERESTING SIGHTINGS: 

Broad-billed Prion – a bird seen resting ashore 

at Scarborough, 30 May 2015 (PL) 

Cape Cormorant - a very large flock (>3000 

birds) roosting at the mouth of the Heuningnes 

River at De Mond NR, 3 May 2015  (AK) 

Goliath Heron – a bird seen at during a CWAC 

count at Wellington Waste Water Works, 14 

July 2015 (JF), a bird seen on the Berg River, 

Veldrif, 9 August 2015, reported by TH, seen 

close to Kersefontein farm along the Berg River, 

5 September 2015 (GB) 

Black Stork – a bird seen on a CAR count out 

of Moorreesberg, 25 July 2015 (MT, SF) 

Secretarybird – a pair seen on a CAR count out 

of Moorreesberg, 25 July 2015 (MT, SF) 

House Martin – at De Hoop Vlei, 8 July 2015 

(PR) 

Grey Tit – a bird seen at Strandfontein Sewage 

Works, 3 September 2015 (GP) 

Sickle-winged Chat – a bird seen on the 

Steenberg Plateau, Muizenberg, 14 June 2015, 

reported by TH, seen again 18 July 2015 (PR) 

African Stonechat – a pair still at Rondevlei  

NR, 24 May 2015 (FE, GF) 

African Paradise-flycatcher - an unseasonably 

late male seen on the Liesbeeck River near the 

rugby stadium in Newlands, 5 June 2015 (PR), 

seen again 18 June 2015 (PR), still there 21 July 

2015 (PR) 

OBSERVERS 

Ann Koeslag     AK 

Des Lazar         DL 

Willie Linde        WL 

Pat Louw         PL 

Michael Mason    MMa 

 
Richard McKibbin   RM 

Karen Merrett    KM 

Graham Pringle    GP 

Adrius Rabie     AR 

Gilbert Reinhardt   GR 

Dominic Rollinson   DR 

Patrick Rollinson     PaR 

Peter Ryan        PR 

Mel Tripp            MT 

Brian Vanderwalt   BV 

Delene van Dyk    DV 

Dylan Vasapolli    DyV 

Christiaan Viljoen   CV 

Rob Webster     RW 

Sharon Yodaiken    SY 

Glynis Bowie     GB 

Lesley Chennells    LC 

Japie Claassen     JCl 

Andrew de Blocq    AD 

Eddie & Linda du 

Plessis                    E&LD 

Felicity Ellmore     FE 

John Fincham     JF 

Simon Fogarty         SF 

Stella Fogarty     StF 

Gill Ford          GF 

Nick Fordyce      NF 

Davide Gaglio     DG 

Margaret Hardaker  MH 

Trevor Hardaker     TH 

Michael Johnson    MJ 

Frans-Hendrik Joubert  FJ 

Jean Karpul      JK 

Alastair Kilpin     AK 

Ethan Kistler      EK 

Cherrie Klesser     CK 

Martial Eagle - a bird seen at Macassar WWTW in July 
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We try to arrange activities to suit all levels of 

interest, so come and join in whenever you can.  

Details of activities appear in our Programme  

on p. 30-34.  We welcome your suggestions for 

interesting speakers or good venues for field 

outings, so please let us know.   

EVENING MEETINGS:  

These are normally held at 20h00 on the second 

Thursday of each month at the Nassau Centre, 

Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra Road, 

Newlands.  Secure parking is available. 

Tea and biscuits will be served after the 

meeting at a cost of R5,00.  Do bring your 

friends, but remember that there will be a 

charge of R10 for non-member visitors.  If you 

are a new member  please introduce yourself to 

Gill or Joan on arrival. 

FIELD OUTINGS:  

We arrange field outings throughout the year, 

usually on the first Saturday, third Sunday, and  

one weekday morning in the month.  You will 

be introduced to a variety of habitats and 

hopefully see many of the birds that occur in 

them.  A large-scale road map is useful for 

checking your route to the outing venue.  

SPECIAL EVENTS:   

In addition to our regular field outings and 

evening meetings, our club organises a range of 

other activities.  These include weekend camps, 

bird courses, occasional boat trips – and even 

visits to the theatre.  Upcoming events include 

our 2015 fundraiser event: An Audience with 

Pieter-Dirk Eish in November (see page 5) and 

our Annual Celebration and Quiz Evening in 

December (see page 5). 

REGULAR BIRD COUNTS:   

Monthly waterbird (CWAC) counts take place at 

Strandfontein, Paarl Bird Sanctuary, Wildevoël-

vlei, and Athlone WWTW. Quarterly counts also 

take place at Rietvlei and Zandvlei.  A monthly 

BIRP (species count) takes place at Kirstenbosch 

and a monthly “Hack” at Zandvlei.  Detailed 

information about regular counts and hacks is 

given on this page and the next. 

CLUB ACTIVITIES 
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Kirstenbosch Bird Walks 

Come and enjoy the peace and beauty of the 

Kirstenbosch National Botanical Gardens and 

learn about the birds that abound there.  Led 

by  volunteers from the Cape and Tygerberg 

Bird Clubs, these monthly walks are designed 

to introduce members of the public to the 

joys of birding at Kirstenbosch. There is no 

charge for the walks but the usual 

Kirstenbosch entrance fee will apply to non-

Botanical Society members.  Upcoming walks: 

Oct. Wed 14 at 08h00, led by Peter Steyn  

Nov. Wed 11 at 08h30 led by Cathy Jenkins  

Dec. Tues 8 at 16h00 led by Cheryl Faull  

Jan.  Wed 20 at 16h00 led by Gill Ford 

Meeting place:  Information Desk at Gate 1  

Duration of walk:  Approx. two hours.   

For more information contact Linda Hibbin at 

hibbins@telkomsa.net or Tel. 021 788 1528. 

Bird Counts & Hacks — Information 

We would like to encourage more members to 

assist with bird counts and hacks which add an 

extra dimension to birdwatching and also serve 

a useful conservation purpose.  Monthly and 

quarterly counts take place in various areas and 

there is sure to be at least one near you.  If you 

haven’t taken part in a count before, give it a 

go.  You will enjoy it and it can be quite 

addictive! 

Strandfontein Sewage Works – Monthly 

These counts have been ongoing for the past 

30 years! They take place on the second Sunday 

of every month from 08h00 (or 08h30 in winter) 

and usually last about two hours. As the area is 

very large, the group is divided into teams so 

that all the pans can be counted. From 

Muizenberg you can travel via Baden Powell 

Drive and turn left into Strandfontein Road 

(M17). After about 4 km turn left to False Bay 

Ecopark and follow this road to the end. From 

Ottery Road turn into Strandfontein Road 

(M17) and head towards the coast, looking out 

for the False Bay Ecopark/Zeekoevlei sign on 

the right.  Turn in here, through the check point 

and continue to the end of the road.  We meet 
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on the road leading up to the treatment works. 

Phone Dick Barnes at 021 689 1106 for more 

details. 

Wildevoëlvlei Counts – Monthly 

These counts have been running for almost as 

long, having been started in 1986. They take 

place on the second Thursday in the month at 

08h30.  From the Sun Valley 4-way stop take 

the road to Kommetjie, continue for 2,3 km and 

turn right to Heron Park.  We meet at the end 

of the road near the entrance to the sewage 

works. Phone Eric Barnes at 021 782 5429 for 

more details.   

Paarl Bird Sanctuary – Monthly 

Monthly bird counts have been organised here 

since 1995. They take place on the 3rd or 4th 

Saturday in the month. We meet at Pond A1 

(also known as the Kingfisher Pond) at 09h00. 

After completing the bird count at the various 

ponds the counters gather there again for tea. 

You can phone Yvonne Weiss at 021 872 4972 

to confirm details.  

Athlone WWTW Counts – Monthly 

These counts were started last year and 

interesting sightings have already been 

recorded.  They take place at 13h00 every third 

Thursday in the month. This is an attractive spot 

and a convenient venue for residents of 

Pinelands and Rondevlei so do come along and 

help. Phone Dick Bos on 021 423 2546 for more 

information.  

Rietvlei CWAC Counts – Quarterly 

These counts take place on Friday mornings in 

January, April, July, and October. See 

programme for dates. CBC members assisted 

with some counts in 2014 and more regular 

counters will be welcome.  Phone Koos Retief at 

021 550 1086 (w) or 082 788 6987 for details. 

Zandvlei CWAC Counts – Quarterly 

These counts also take place in January, April, 

July and October and more regular counters are 

needed. See programme for dates. This is a 

good opportunity to visit lesser known areas of 

this great little reserve and assist with a 

worthwhile conservation project. Phone Gavin 

Lawson at 021 705 5224 for details. 

Kirstenbosch BIRP Counts – Monthly  

These BIRP (Birds in Reserves Project) counts 

take place on the first Sunday in the month at 

08h00 and last about 3 – 4 hours. In this case 

we count species rather than numbers of birds. 

Meet at the Visitors’ Centre (bottom gate). 

Phone John Magner at 082 881 3845 for more 

details.  

Monthly Hacks 

Zandvlei Monthly Hacks 

These hacks take place on the second Saturday 

in the month from 14h00.  You can phone 

Gavin Lawson at 021 705 5224 for details of the 

current meeting place as this varies from time 

to time depending on the tasks on hand.  Gavin 

has been organising these hacks for the past 23 

years so he knows the area well and will be able 

to tell you what to bring and what to expect.  

This is a good opportunity to visit the lesser 

known areas of this great little reserve and 

assist with a worthwhile conservation project. 
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ADDITIONAL CWAC COUNTS:  

In addition to the CWAC counts listed above 

and in the Programme (p.30-34) the 

following counts are also planned, but 

details are not yet available: 

Langebaan and Berg River Estuary CWAC 

Counts:   

These normally take place on a weekend in 

January or February.  The dates and starting 

times for these counts are tide-dependent 

and have not yet been finalised.  Additional 

helpers for these very large areas are always 

welcome.  Anyone interested in assisting can 

contact Eddie du Plessis at cuckoonest 

@mweb.co.za (Berg River) or Les Underhill at 

les.underhill@uct.ac.za  (Langebaan).   

Radyn Dam (Malmesbury) and 

Wellington CWAC Counts: 

The dates for these counts have not yet 

been decided but will take place on a 

weekday in Jan or Feb.  Anyone interested in 

assisting can contact Otto Schmidt (Radyn 

Dam) at 021 674 2381 or John Fincham 

(Wellington) at 021 919 4069 for details. 
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Sat 7 November   OUTING ― Rondevlei 

Leader:   Merle Chalton      079 343 1047        
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings 

are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are 

especially welcome.  It is advisable to bring a warm 

anorak, even if it is a hot day. Duration 2½ hours.  

There is a small entrance fee.  

Directions:  Travel down the M5 (Prince George 

Drive) towards Grassy Park and look out for 

Nando’s at the 5th Avenue traffic light.  Turn left 

here into 5th Avenue and at the first set of traffic 

lights turn right into Perth Road and continue to 

Rondevlei at the end of the road. 

      —————————————————- 

Wed 11 November  FUNDRAISER — An Audience with Pieter-Dirk EISH  

Do join us for this fundraising event at the Theatre on the Bay, and enjoy a hilarious evening with 

Pieter-Dirk Uys.  Proceeds will go towards the CBC’s conservation projects.  For full details see p. 5.         

—————————————————————————————————————— 

Sun 15 November   OUTING ― Keurbos Nursery, Elgin  

Leader:  Jessie Walton       083 458 3790      jessie@keurbos.co.za 

Meet at 08h00.  (Gate will be open at 06h30 for early birders.)  The farm has a few dams and 2 

home-made bird hides, where you should see a variety of water birds as well as waxbills, Yellow 

Bishop, Cape Canary, and if we are in luck, otters.   A garden walk could offer flycatchers, sunbirds, 

Cape Batis, Bar-throated Apalis, and possibly even an Olive Woodpecker or Brown-backed Honeybird.   

Directions:  Take the N2 from Cape Town through Somerset West over Sir Lowry’s Pass.  Going 

towards Grabouw, pass the Pineview/Eskom turnoff, and then ‘The Orchard’ farm stall and Marsh Rose 

Mall on your left.  Just after the ‘Peregrine’ farm stall on your right, turn right into Viljoenshoop Road.  

Continue without turning off for about 5km-(do not take the Appletizer fork)-then turn left into 

Highlands Road. Continue for 3km to the farm (Farm No. 65) on your right, with green entrance gates, 

where we meet. 

——–——————————————————————————————————————— 

Wed 18 November   WEEKDAY OUTING ― Eagle Encounters and Spier   

Leader:  John Magner     082 881 3845      johnmagner@netactive.co.za 

Meet at 09h00 in the car park at Spier.  We will begin by birding along the river and then move 

on to Eagle Encounters to see the birds housed there.  At 11h00 we will attend the show, where you 

can witness the Eagle Encounters staff using age-old falconry techniques to train various birds, and get 

up-close views of some of Africa’s most magnificent raptors.  The entrance fee, including the show, is 

R70 (R65 for pensioners).     (Directions on next page.) 

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN NOVEMBER  

See page 28-29 for detailed information 

Sun 1     

Sun 8      

Thurs 12    

Sat 14      

Mon 16 

Sat 21     

08h00 ▪ Kirstenbosch BIRP Count  

08h00 ▪ Strandfontein Count  

08h30 ▪ Wildevoëlvlei Count  

14h00 ▪ Zandvlei Hack  

13h00 ▪ Athlone WWTW Count 

09h00 ▪ Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count 

CBC PROGRAMME 

See under “Club Activities” (p. 28) for general information and venue details for our evening meetings 

NOVEMBER 2015 

30   November 2015 
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Directions:  Take the N2 out of Cape Town.  At the Baden-Powell Drive off-ramp, turn left towards 

Stellenbosch on the R310.  Approximately 6 km from here you will see the Spier Estate on your right.  

Enter the estate and meet up in the car park. 

Sat 5 December   OUTING ― Rondevlei 

Leader:   Merle Chalton   ☎   079 343 1047        

Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings 

are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are 

especially welcome. Duration 2½ hours, but you 

can stay as long as you like. It is advisable to bring 

a warm anorak, even if it is a hot day. There is a 

small entrance fee.  See 7 November for directions.  

——————————————————- 

Thurs 10 December  ANNUAL CELEBRATION    

                                       &  QUIZ  EVENING  

18h30 for 19h00 at Pinelands Town Hall.   

Do join us for our annual get together —  a fun evening including a friendly team quiz, a slide show 

of members’ photos, and delicious pizzas.  See p. 5 for full details. 

Please note:  There will be no Rondevlei 

Outing this month. 

————————————————- 

Thurs 14 January  EVENING MEETING — 

        Conserving the Cape Vulture in the  

        Western Cape 

        Speaker:  Kevin Shaw   

Meet at 20h00  Kevin Shaw has worked 

as an ornithologist for the Western Cape 

Nature Conservation Department for many 

years and has been involved with the 

vultures of Potberg from early on in his 

career.   

His talk will begin with an overview of the 

current status of vultures globally and in 

Africa, and will then focus on the Cape 

Vulture within the Western Cape, including 

some of the threats it faces, lessons learnt 

by conservationists over the years, and 

strategies for the conservation of this 

magnificent bird in the province. 

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN DECEMBER  

See page 28-29 for detailed information 

Sun 6     

Thurs 10  

Sat 12     

Sun 13  

Thurs 17  

Sat 19     

08h00 ▪ Kirstenbosch BIRP Count  

08h30 ▪ Wildevoëlvlei Count  

14h00 ▪ Zandvlei Hack  

08h00 ▪ Strandfontein Count  

13h00 ▪ Athlone WWTW Count 

09h00 ▪ Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count 

DECEMBER 2015 

JANUARY 2016 

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN JANUARY  

See page 28-29 for detailed information 

Sun 3     

Sat 9 

Sun 10 

Thurs 14  

   

Fri 15 

Sat 16  

Thurs 21   

Sat 23   

Sat 30 

        

08h00 ▪ Kirstenbosch BIRP Count  

14h00 ▪ Zandvlei Hack  

08h00 ▪ Strandfontein Count  

08h30 ▪ Wildevoëlvlei Count  

09h00 ▪ Rietvlei/Table Bay NR CWAC Count  

08h00 ▪ Zandvlei CWAC Count  

13h00 ▪ Athlone WWTW CWAC Count  

09h00 ▪ Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count 

All day ▪ CAR Count 

       Summer CWAC Counts start now ... 

   See also Additional CWAC Counts on p 29 
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Sun 17 January  OUTING —  Zandvlei Nature Reserve 

Leader: Graham Pringle    083 707 1339    gdpringle@mweb.co.za 

Meet at 08h00.  This Reserve near Muizenberg is normally closed on weekends, but Graham has 

arranged for the club to have access. It includes wetlands, a river system, and an estuary.  

Directions: From Main Road in Retreat turn into Military Road at the Lavender Hill sign.  

Continue over the level crossing.  At the first set of traffic lights turn right into Coniston Road.  After 

about 200 metres turn right onto a dirt road at the Zandvlei sign.  Continue until you reach a 

Municipal Depot. Drive through the smaller of the two gates, over a cattle grid and past the buildings 

to the parking area where we will meet. 

—————————————————————————————————————————- 

Tues 19 January  WEEKDAY OUTING — Kirstenbosch Gardens 

Leader:   Margaret Maciver    082 459 8843    maciver@xis.co.za  

Meet at 09h00 at Gate 2 - the top gate, next to the Garden Centre and Plant Sales.  A leisurely walk 

through the various habitats of Kirstenbosch will take us to areas where we hope to see some of the 

common and less common bird species of these magnificent gardens.  As a very frequent visitor, 

Margaret knows the gardens well, so you are assured of an excellent morning’s birding.  Some of the 

special birds we are hoping to see are Lemon Doves, Cape Batis (and we can look for nests of this 

beautiful species), Swee Waxbills, Forest Canaries, and maybe even a Honey Buzzard.   Saw-wing 

Swallows should be around and hopefully a Booted Eagle! 

 

 

Sat 6 February  OUTING ― Rondevlei 

Leader:   Merle Chalton      079 343 1047        
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings 

are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are 

especially welcome. Duration 2½ hours, but you can 

stay as long as you like. It is advisable to bring a  

warm anorak, even if it is a hot day.  There is a small 

entrance fee.  See 7 November for directions. 

——————————————————- 

Tues 9 February  WEEKDAY OUTING — 

False Bay Ecology Park / Strandfontein Sewage 

Works  

Leader:  Heather Howell     084 352 2654 

Meet at 08h00.  Some consider the wetland 

systems of the False Bay Ecology Park to be 

amongst the top five birdwatching areas in southern Africa, so look forward to some excellent birding.  

This time of the year is especially good for Waders.  

Directions:  For those coming form the north, take the M5 down to the Ottery Rd turn -off and 

turn left.  Continue past the Ottery Hypermarket onto New Ottery Rd. Turn right into Strandfontein Rd 

and proceed through Lotus River to the False Bay Ecopark turn-off where you turn right and continue 

through the checkpoint to the works. We meet just before the entrance to the "Birding Area". 

Those coming from the Muizenberg side should travel along Baden Powell Drive and turn left into 

Strandfontein Road.  Continue to the turn off to the False Bay Ecopark.  Follow this road through a 

FEBRUARY 2016 

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN FEBRUARY  

See page 28-29 for detailed information. 

There are 2 more CWAC Counts this  

month – please assist if you can. 

Sun 7     

Thurs 11    

Sat 13  

Sun 14     

Thurs 18    

Sat 27     

08h00 ▪ Kirstenbosch BIRP Count  

08h30 ▪ Wildevoëlvlei CWAC Count  

14h00 ▪ Zandvlei Hack  

08h00 ▪ Strandfontein CWAC Count  

13h00 ▪ Athlone WWTW Count 

09h00 ▪ Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count 
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checkpoint to the works where we'll meet just before the entrance to the "Birding Area". 

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Thurs 11 February  EVENING MEETING —  Fascinating Fynbos:  Ecology and Conservation 

            Speaker:  Sean Privett 

Meet at 20h00.  Sean Privett has a master ’s degree in botany and has been involved in a variety of 

conservation projects in the Walker Bay region for the last fifteen years.  He has a passion for fynbos 

and a holistic approach to its conservation.  Sean will be talking on the conservation significance of 

fynbos, its fascinating ecology, the role of fire in fynbos regeneration and some of the exciting 

conservation projects that he is involved in. 

—————————————————————–-————————————————— 

Sun 14 February  OUTING — West Coast National Park 

Leader:  Vernon Head    076 569 1389      vhjarch@kingsley.co.za 

               Mel Tripp  083 461 4365    tripp@iburst.co.za

Meet at 06h30 at the gate to the WCNP. Catching the tides at the right time is crucial for optimal 

viewing of waders at Langebaan Lagoon, so we need to make an early start. After meeting at 06h30 we 

will go straight to Seeberg Hide then back to Geelbek.  It will be neap tide, but let’s hope there will be 

some tidal activity and it is not one of those days when the tide hardly moves! We will visit 

Abrahamskraal in the afternoon after lunch. We suggest you bring a picnic lunch and plan for a full 

day’s outing.  Please try to share transport and remember to take your Wild Card so that you do not 

have to pay the entrance fee of R42. 

 

 

 

Sat 5 March  OUTING ― Rondevlei 

Leader:   Merle Chalton      079 343 1047        
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings 

are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are 

especially welcome. Duration 2½ hours, but you can 

stay as long as you like.  It is advisable to bring a 

warm anorak, even if it is a hot day.  There is a small 

entrance fee.  See 7 November for directions. 

——————————————————- 

Thurs 10 March EVENING MEETING —  

        To be announced. 

The CBC Annual General  Meeting is customarily 

held at the evening meeting in March, however, 

owing to a number of other events at this time (Flock 2016, our International Camp, the Easter 

weekend, school holidays) it has been decided to postpone the AGM by one month to 14 April (see 

notice on p.5).  An alternative evening programme is being arranged for 10 March, and will be 

announced in the next issue of Promerops and in the e-Newsletter.  

———————————————————————————————————————- 

March   WEEKDAY OUTING — to be announced in the next Promerops, and in the e-Newsletter. 

We are hoping to organise a visit to the Tokai Forest area for this outing — watch this space! 

MARCH 2016 

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN MARCH  

See page 28-29 for detailed information 

Sun 6     

Thurs 10    

Sat 12  

Sun 13     

Thurs 17    

Sat 26     

08h00 ▪ Kirstenbosch BIRP Count  

08h30 ▪ Wildevoëlvlei Count  

14h00 ▪ Zandvlei Hack  

08h00 ▪ Strandfontein Count  

13h00 ▪ Athlone WWTW Count 

09h00 ▪ Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count 
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Sun 20 March  OUTING — Assegaaibos   (date to be confirmed) 

Leader:  Peter Nupen     083 407 4362   pnupen@iafrica.com  (leader to be confirmed) 

Meet at 08h00.  This  204 ha  reserve  lies  approximately  9 kilometres  from Stellenbosch in the  

Jonkershoek Valley.  The reserve lies next to the Eerste River, which forms the northern boundary and 

extends up the north-eastern slope of Stellenbosch Mountain, which forms the southern boundary.  

The vegetation consists mainly of mountain fynbos and there is abundant birdlife, with over 130 bird 

species having been recorded there. 

Directions:  From Cape Town take the N2 and turn off at exit 33 towards Stellenbosch.   Pass 

Spier and continue until you come to a T-junction, where you turn right. Follow this road into 

Stellenbosch, past the Stellenbosch railway station on your left, and at the second traffic light turn 

right into Merriman Ave.  Follow the signs along this road (which becomes Martinson Road and then 

Jonkershoek Road) to the Lanzerac Hotel and Jonkershoek.  After passing the hotel on your right, drive 

for about 5.5 kms until you reach the Assegaaibos signpost on your right.  We meet at the entrance.  If 

you have a Wild Card bring it.  Otherwise an entrance fee of R40 is payable.    

———————————–————————————————————-—————————— 

PUMULA LODGE, Knysna, Western Cape. 

Nestled between the town of Knysna and the 

famous Knysna Heads, lies Pumula Lodge - "the 

place of rest". The lodge is situated in a tranquil 

parkland setting where nature lovers can enjoy 

the abundant bird life supported by the 

beautiful gardens. Over 100 species have been 

identified. Private entrances to en-suite 

bedrooms, each with a deck overlooking the 

gardens and swimming pool. "Tree-top" 

breakfasts, secure under-cover parking, 

communal kitchenette which consists of 

a  fridge, microwave, crockery and cutlery. 

Under-cover barbecue facility. Close to golf 

courses, bird sanctuary and restaurants. Regret 

no children under 10.  Master/Visa Credit 

cards.  Non-smoking lodge. TGCSA – 3 Star 

B&B.  Accredited by Knysna Tourism. Eco-

Friendly Establishment. Trip-Advisor Certificate 

of Awards Winner 2012, 2013, 2014. 

Website:  www.pumulalodge.co.za     

Tel: 044 384 1193   Fax: 0865 538 292    

Cell: 082 569 7856   info@pumulalodge.co.za   

GLEN HOUSE, KNYSNA 

Self-catering units situated in the secluded 

village of Lake Brenton opposite Yellowwood 

Bird Sanctuary.  Facilities include M-Net, 

separate braai areas, covered parking, patio and 

peaceful garden surrounds where bushbuck still 

roam freely.  Seasonal rates from R175 

pppn.  Contact Pat Booysen, Tel/Fax 044 381 

0048.  Cell 072 129 3684 or email 

pbooysen@mweb.co.za 

———————————————————- 

GROOT WINTERHOEK MOUNTAINS 

Pristine fynbos, waterfalls, bushman caves, 

wildlife and excellent birding including resident 

pair of Black Eagles, Eagle Owls, Nightjars and 

more.  Gorgeous walks and views.  Two fully 

equipped s/c cottages sleeping 6 and 4 in the 

Winterhoek mountains above Porterville, 

looking down onto Beaverlac and Olifants 

Valley.  R1150 and R760 per night.  2 nights min. 

stay.  Contact: adbrown@law.co.za or visit 

website at www.ratelfarming.co.za. 

CBC SMALL ADS 

CBC BOOKSHOP — NEW BOOKS AND SPECIAL OFFERS 

There is always something new on offer at our book table at evening meetings and courses - so do 
allow time to come and browse.  For details of books in stock, or to place an order, please phone 

Gavin or Anne Greig at 021 794 7791.  All books are sold at a discount and all profits go to the CBC.   

Please note that we unfortunately do not have credit card facilities. 
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Small Ads: Contact Dennis Randell at 

randestates@yebo.co.za or tel. 082 320 3377. 

http://www.pumulalodge.co.za/
mailto:info@pumulalodge.co.za
mailto:randestates@yebo.co.za
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PLEASE DO NOT  

                   The BirdLife South Africa 

                    BIRDER’S CODE OF ETHICS 

Birders have an obligation at all times to protect wildlife, the natural environment and the 

rights of others. We provide leadership by adhering to guidelines of good birding behaviour. 

Birders do not endanger the welfare of birds or other wildlife.  We will:  

Observe and photograph birds without knowingly disturbing them in any significant way. 

Avoid chasing and repeatedly flushing birds. 

Sparingly use recordings and similar methods of attracting birds and not in heavily birded 

areas or during breeding seasons. 

Keep appropriate distances from nests and nesting colonies, not disturb them or expose 

them to danger. 

Refrain from handling birds and eggs unless in recognised research activities. 

Birders do not harm the natural environment.   We will: 

Stay in existing roads, trails and pathways to avoid trampling or disturbing fragile habitat.  

Leave all habitats as we find them. 

Birders respect the rights of others.   We will: 

Respect the privacy and property of others by observing “No Trespassing” signs, and by ask-

ing permission to enter private or posted lands. 

Practice courtesy in our contacts with others. For example, limit requests for information, and 

make them at reasonable hours. 

Always behave in a manner that will enhance the image of the birding communities in the 

eyes of the public.   

Birders in groups have special responsibilities.   We will: 

Take special care to alleviate problems and disturbances multiplied when more people are 

present.  

Act in consideration of the group’s interest, as well as our own. 

Support, by our actions, the responsibility of the group leader for the conduct of the group.  

As group leaders we will: 

Assume responsibility for the conduct of the group. 

Learn and inform the group of any special rules, regulations or conduct applicable to the area 

or habitat being visited. 

Limit groups to a size that does not threaten the environment or the peace and tranquillity of 

others. 

Teach others birding ethics through words and example.                                    

DISTURB! 
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